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A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their  
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a 
lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera 
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and 
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for 
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the 
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the 
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in 
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish 
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a 
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the 
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t 
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks 
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And 
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on 
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.

So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we 
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips. 
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites. 

Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered 
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like 
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When 
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects 
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.

So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks 
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay 
installment.

Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand 
in notebooks. For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest 
Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her 
diaries with it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!

But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the net-
book was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written 
notes. 

Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some 
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style 
shortcuts. So, when you see + meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,” 
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a 
hand-written diary.

Navigation Tips

These interactive PDFs include… 
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events,  use 
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy; 
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and; 
various hyperlinks.

You may also just page through by… 
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or; 
right side tapping/right left swiping; 
depending on your viewing device.

➧  Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Preparation & Planning
A few words on how this trip came to be.

Day 1: Friday, September 20, 2002—Outbound

Day 2: Saturday, September 21, 2002—Arrival, Sans Luggage
Says it all. But, the south of France!

Day 3: Sunday, September 22, 2002—Montpellier for luggage, Pezenas
Getting organized.

Day 4: Monday, September 23, 2002—Prieuré Saint-Michel de 
Grandmont, Couvertoirade
A dolmen and the ghosts of monks.

Day 5: Tuesday, September 24, 2002—Montpellier for Elizabeth
Shopping for a book. Elizabeth makes a baneful discovery.

Day 6: Wednesday, September 25, 2002—Market, Saint Guilhem le 
Desert, Sete
A beautiful town.

Day 7: Thursday, September 26, 2002—Day hike
Through glorious countryside.

Day 8: Friday, September 27, 2002—Cave of Niaux, Carcassone
Art on the walls and in a bowl.

Day 9: Saturday, September 28, 2002—Carpentras, Pernes-les-Fontaines, 

L’Isles-la-Sorgue, Gordes
Villages; one with a ball of rats.

Day 10: Sunday, September 28, 2002—Cambous, Saint Martin de Londres
Neolithic village and medieval square.

Day 11: Monday, September 30, 2002—Bruno’s drive, La Source
A pretty successful tour.

Day 12: Tuesday, October 1, 2002—Statue Menhirs day
Odd stones and a perfect lunch.

Day 13: Wednesday, October 2, 2002—Rennes le Chateau, Peyrepertuse, 
Collioure
An even odder town. A castle. Anchovies!

Day 14: Thursday, October 3, 2002—Chateau d’Aumelas, Cirque du 
Moureze, Les Muscardins
The garrigue.

Day 15: Friday, October 4, 2002—Coastal drive
Flamingoes!
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Day 17: Sunday, October 6, 2002—Bofinger’s, Notre Dame, the Marais
Exploring around the islands!

Day 18: Monday, October 7, 2002—Eiffel Tower, Saint Chapelle, Saint 
Denis, airport, brasserie Balzar
Grand sights.

Day 19: Tuesday, October 8, 2002—Chartres, choucroute
A worthwhile day trip.

Day 20: Wednesday, October 9, 2002—Return

November 4, 2002—Election Day
Thoughts on traveling.

The Rocks in Our Heads
 Places and Friends
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Preparation

Loie had the travel bug. She was suggesting Provence. After Tuscany, 
it seemed natural. I, though, suggested that as Provence was rather 
expensive, we could perhaps try the other half of Mediterranean 
France: the Languedoc. Cathar country, troubadors, cassoulet. 
And stones. Our Burl had a few circles down south.

When we went Driving the Stone Age in Scotland, there was 
no thought we would take any more such trips. But somehow the 
theme stuck in our minds. We’d been bitten, if at the time it seemed 
mildly, by a bug. So why not do another one? There were plenty of 
other things to see and do, and we intended to not limit ourselves 
quite so rigorously this time. Restaurants would make up a signifi-
cant portion of our itinerary; after all, this was the south of France 
we were taking about.

By now we were Internet hands and I even managed to find a 
book about the stones of the Languedoc: Dolmens et Menhirs en 
Languedoc et Roussillon, 27 circuits de découverte prehistorique, by 
Bruno Marc, a local author. Only available in French, and shipping 
from the author was expensive. Perhaps we could buy it in France? I 
corresponded with Bruno in May, 2002 and he recommended sites 
to visit.

Loie began looking at accommodations in France, and my sus-
picions were quickly confirmed. The Languedoc would be much 
less expensive, and although a bit wilder countryside, just as pretty 
in its own way. She mentioned the trip to her friend Elizabeth, a 
famous traveler; Elizabeth was intrigued and accepted an invita-
tion to join us. A beautiful little townhouse was found in an ancient 
village, research piled up.
Postcard from Elizabeth…

Sunday, 28 July 02
Dear Loie and Bucky,

I booked my f light to Paris Wednesday night just before I left 
for Seattle. I leave from Dulles Monday, September 23 at 18:10 and 
arrive in Paris the next day at 7:30 AM. I returned to DC WED, 
October 2 at 16:50. Daddy has been having problems recently, not 
serious, but I don’t want to stay out too long.

The weather has been great in Seattle! The craft show in Bellevue 
is still excellent. Found Jana Cooper, the earcuff earrings person, so 
the trip was a success. Also toured downtown Seattle and Fremont.

Love, Elizabeth
We were ready to go. Almost. The date was never recorded, but 

sometime during the planning, Elizabeth called us with very bad 
news.

“My dad’s just passed away,” she said.
“Oh, no,” said Loie. “We’re so sorry to hear that, Elizabeth.”
“Yeah, and now I don’t know if I can go with y’all. I might have to 

stay here and help Momma.”
“Well of course you do what you need to do,” said Loie. “If you 

can’t come, we’ll miss you. But take care of your mother first.”
“I feel bad ’cause y’all have rented a house. Maybe I can still 

contribute a little something.”
“Don’t even think of it,” said Loie. “We would have rented the 

house anyway. That’s just the way we like to go. You take care of 
yourself and your mother and we’ll just see what we see.”

Incredibly luckily for us all, Elizabeth managed to get all the 
affairs in order and she did come with us.

•
In this Trip Diary, Loie makes shorthand reference to several 

guide books. I invented the shorthand when I piled them up one 
evening and noticed the colors of their covers. I use mnemonics 
to help me remember everything, so to ensure that all the guides 
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would get packed, I composed the chant “white guide, red guide, 
green guide, yellow.” They were, respectively, the Cadogan Guide 
South of France; Michelin’s Hotels and Restaurants of France, 2002; 
Michelin’s The Green Guide: Languedoc, Roussillon, Tarn Gorges 
and Michelin’s Touring and Motoring Atlas, France. Michelin has 
published their guide to hotels and restaurants since 1900 or so. It 
is the bible for such information in France, and early on became 
known simply as the Red Guide. Now they even title their tourist 
guides the Green Guide Series. This usage probably suggested my 
system.
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Day 1: Friday, September 20, 2002—Outbound

Everything went smoothly on Friday—all day to pack at 
leisure, Our cat & house sitter Shelly & friend arrived 30 min-
utes early at 4:30. We already had luggage in the car & were 
pulling out shortly before 5 p.m., our target home departure 
time.

The drive down the tricky back way to Dulles, via 15 through 
Frederick, was zippy—we pulled into Patty & Tony’s parking 
pad at 6:35. They live about seven or eight miles from Dulles 
airport, and had kindly volunteered to keep our car and drive 
us to the airport. We were able to relax & I was able to call my 
mother (talked to father) to see how her catheterization had 
gone (one largish blockage—surgery delayed or unfeasible.)

Check in & security at Air France was quick & painless. By 
the time we made our way to our gate, we had only 45 min-
utes to wait ’til the scheduled boarding time of 9:20. We were 
pleasantly surprised to find ourselves at the same gate we had 
left by on our last trip. So we had our now traditional beer at 
the same pub we had waited in on our trip to Italy. By 10:15 
our plane was taxi-ing & by 10:30 we were taking off!

This was the first time I slept on a long flight. Bringing my 
home pillow in my carryon worked wonders and sleeping 
made the flight seem short. Bucky, unable to smoke, slept as 
usual. 

It’s 5:20 a.m. MD time & 11:20 in France and we are prepar-
ing for landing: “Return your seats to upright.” In English, 
after the announcements in French.
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Day 2: Saturday, September 21, 2002—Arrival, Sans Luggage

Oh, brother! What a mess! None of our 3 bags arrived in 
Montpellier, where it was cloudy & occasionally showering. 
We think three bags never left Paris, due to a baggage han-
dlers’ strike in Paris. And this after a forty five-minute delay 
leaving CDG for Montpellier. 

I tried to call our host Terry From the M/airport with the 
help of an English lady & a French lady. I left a message for 
him on one cell phone, but we found out later it was Marina’s, 
who doesn’t speak English and is in hospital anyway for hip 
replacement surgery.

We stood in line with fifteen or twenty people & all gave the 
requisite information. The clerk nearly fainted when we told 
her we were not staying in Montpellier, but in Peret (of which 
she had obviously never heard) and that we had no phone in 
our rental house. When we arrived in Peret, bagless, our host 
Terry told us his client last week had the same problem & that 
Air France did indeed deliver bags the next day.

But of course we had only the clothes we were wearing. 
Terry suggested that we should collect supper @ the local 
alimentary (a block away, across the town square) & we opted 
to do that instead of driving to supper. We were both tired 
and disgusted but an alfresco supper of ham, cheese, a pear, 
tomato & peach, toasted bread & a delicious bottle of local 
wine (the wine cost EUR 3.80, which was a little under four 
dollars) perked us up. Our house is lovely & we felt we were 
plunging right into local life. 

Our plunge into French laundry systems (Peter Mayle was 
right!) was less encouraging. Very wet clothes emerged from 
our washer & hours after we had begun, the poor little clothes 
dryer was still struggling. Eventually we just gave up & the 

laundry was hung to dry overnight on the roof terrace. Since 
there is a clothesline & a prominently displayed basket of 
clothespins, I don’t believe we are the first to encounter this 
situation.

Nonetheless, we wrapped in towels & bed covers, watched 
French TV & ate our local supper. Just right for us.
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Day 3: Sunday, September 22, 2002—Montpellier for luggage, Pezenas

This morning is sunny & beautiful, though I think here 
this is called partly cloudy. The town is quiet & the few people 
we’ve met are friendly. The house has its funky aspects, but I 
already love it. Once we have our bags with clothes & supplies 
it will be lovely.

But 2 calls first: one to Terry to find out what progress 
he’s made in locating our bags (he offered to call, as he can 
speak much better French and has a phone at home!) & one to 
Elizabeth to warn her about driving out here from the airport. 
We are leaning toward leading her back here ourselves. Bucky 
says, “These directions stink. They don’t say anything about 
the gefoogelties along the way.” The first time we drove out, 
he was making me take notes as we went, so that we could 
amend Elizabeth’s directions. At one point, we were fairly 
thoroughly f lummoxed in a little village, & stopped to ask 
directions. A very helpful & voluble old man was giving us 
what seemed like very specific directions in thickly accented 
French. Bucky was smiling and nodding and repeating the 
name of a town. As he turned our car around, & headed back 
the way we had come into town, I asked him how much of 
that he had understood.

“Not a word,” he said. “Except I think he was telling us to 
head for Duron Cabree-air.” Very luckily for us, we hadn’t 
gone more than two blocks back when we saw a sign for 
“Lieuran Cabrieres” and just underneath another for Peret!

“Oh, OK,” said Bucky, “LUR-on Cabree-air. I was hearing a 
dee, not an ell. Or maybe that’s just his southern accent. But 
look, you’d never see these signs coming the way we were.” 
And indeed the signs, on the side of a building, weren’t visible 
until you had passed them, & only would be then if you were 

looking behind you. So we wanted to make sure Elizabeth got 
here without having to go through all that!

I’ve showered with the house’s lone scrap of soap & finger-
combed my hair. Bucky is finishing his shower & it’s time to 
wrestle with the French phone system and call Terry. I hope 
it’s easier to figure out than laundry.

•
Terry turned out to be pretty useless. He had promised to 

help out by calling Air France. We were to call him at ten…
no, nine…well, between nine & ten and maybe he’d have to go 
out…

After a few false starts, Bucky was getting the hang of the 
pay phone in the square. At 9:45 we thought Terry’s line was 
busy. A little after ten Bucky got through to him, and woke 
him up! (The line hadn’t been busy, Bucky had been working 
the phone wrong. Bucky figured out his mistake of beginning 
to dial before the phone had accepted his money and fully 
readied itself.) Terry’s excuse was that a client had arrived 
late and kept him up. He said call back in fifteen minutes. 
We did, and Bucky listened—he was saying, “That’s terrific. 
Thank you very much.” I was certain this was good news, but 
when Bucky hung up & turned a disgusted face to me I knew 
otherwise.

“He says you can ask for an English speaking assistant.”
“That’s it?” I said. 
“That’s it,” said Bucky.
So we called Air France and got the English speaking 

assistant who said the bags were still in CDG, they might 
arrive in Montpellier in the evening & they might be delivered 
Monday. Over breakfast we discussed the merits of going to 
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Montpellier to kick up a fuss & in the end we did. While we 
were standing in line, behind some new arrivals who were 
also bagless, we noticed that they were given a little kit of 
what looked like toiletries. I asked the clerk whether we might 
have one or two of those. She was very apologetic that we had 
not been offered them on Saturday, saying that probably the 
office had run out of them, as she had just done. But it turned 
out we didn’t need one after all, because the clerk told us that 
our bags had arrived just 30 minutes before.

As we were trundling our luggage away, Bucky said, “I’m 
really glad you convinced me to just come down here. That 
was a good idea you had. But remind me never to fly on Air 
France again. Didn’t they screw us up in Charles DeGaulle 
the last time?” It’s true, although we could not remember 
whether it was going to Florence or returning, that AF had led 
us all around the terminal to a new gate and had us waiting 
for an hour or more for a late plane. Without ever any English 
explanation of what was going on!

As we were driving back to Peret, Bucky agreed that we 
should call Elizabeth & tell her we would meet her at the air-
port. “You’ve had a really good idea. This is our second time 
doing this, and we’re still not sure about it.” Our first time 
out, we had missed at least two turnings, & although Bucky 
was beginning to recognize some things to watch for, he said 
we’d never be able to explain it to Elizabeth well enough to be 
sure she’d have no trouble.

Home again in Peret, we unpacked, cleaned up and relaxed 
in the luxury of clean & different clothes. Then we figured out 
supper. Our neighbor Duncan, a young Brit who is renovating 
the house next door, recommended touring Pezenas & eating 
there. Many restaurants are closed on Sunday evenings 
(dimanche soir.) Bucky says he thinks it’s because Sunday 

lunch is a very popular, elaborate meal at restaurants, & so 
Sunday evenings are time off for staff. Before we left, we 
called Elizabeth’s house & left a message telling her we would 
meet her at the airport.

We were able to drive back roads to Pezenas—it’s not far. 
Routes in the south that do not involve major highways take 
you from town to town. Our first true drive in the country-
side from Peret took us through Addison, where we first took 
note of the avenues of sycamores one passes through when 
entering or leaving French villages. 

In Pezenas, we walked around the picturesque historic 
center, with its old Jewish ghetto and Moliere’s favorite 
barbershop. Then, a wonderful supper at Coté d’Sud. Bucky 
had a seafood assiette assortie: 9 oysters, 6 mussels, 2 prawns. 
He sounded like Ted Haas, oohing and mm-ing at every bite, 
exclaiming over & over about the best oysters, best mussels 
ever. For the first time ever in my life, I tried an oyster & a 
mussel…delicious!

We ate them on little pieces of brown bread with a dipping 
sauce of scallions chopped in wine vinegar. I had a simple 
green (house/marché) salad. Then grilled swordfish, with 
edibly tender skin, & a whole sea bream for Bucky, also lovely. 
I told Bucky about the tender skin—he says swordfish skin is 
tough before you cook it & gets tougher. I wonder if the fish 
is so much more fresh? Two bottles of wine, one chocolate 
brownie with creme fraische. 

We saw that some people at a nearby table were having 
what we thought was pastis, a sweet drink we know about 
from A Year in Provence. We asked our young waitress if that 
was what it was, & if we could have some with our dessert. She 
was politely horrified, telling us that yes, they were having 
pastis, but that pastis was an aperitif, for drinking before 
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supper. We could not have pastis with dessert. We must have 
muscat with dessert! So we did. Like Armagnac—but lighter, 
sweeter, smoother. Bucky says he thinks it tastes much more 
of the grapes. 86 EUR for the lot. No traffic coming home, 
dark countryside.







Addisan. Our first appreciation of the avenues of sycamores that approach so many of the towns in southern France.















Pezenas.
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Day 4: Monday, September 23, 2002—Prieuré Saint-Michel de Grandmont

Well! Despite a late start at noon, we made a good day 
of it. We slowly wended our way north out of Peret, in the 
countryside, seeing the neighborhood. This is the garrigue—
wild, rocky & lush all at the same time. Some similarity to 
the American southwest, especially in the colors, but yet not 
the same. Bucky says limestone instead of sandstone gives 
different shapes to the mountains. We didn’t get far before 
stopping to read a hand lettered sign posted on a chain link 
fence that enclosed a nice looking yard around an old house 
being renovated. Thieves broke in & stole building supplies. It 
took a long time to puzzle out the French.

Further along we stopped again for photos—roadside sun-
flowers, grape harvesters & beautiful scenery. The harvester 
had a small orange vehicle with a lifting trench or tub. Men 
emptied bucket loads of black grapes into it.

More driving & photos following the road to Lodeve. And 
finally, a Red Guide restaurant! But no, they served only from 
12 to 1:30, & it was now 2. So on to the Intermarché where we 
spent over an hour selecting staples for the house & car lunch 
for today—pâtés, cheeses, ancienne bread. Just like Italy, 
maybe even better! Finally, at four o’clock & getting hungry, 
we were on our way to Prieuré Saint-Michel de Grandmont 
for the dolmens.

BUT there we must take a guided tour to see the dolmens, 
no picnicking allowed, so lunch must wait! And certainly 
worth it—Bucky translated what he could of our French 
guide’s talk. She spoke slowly & with relish. We walked all 
through the grounds & she told us about the geology, history 
and legends of the place. She was very animated, seeming to 
enjoy her work very much. She shook a fruit tree so everyone 

could eat small, cherry-size fruits—red, filled with seeds 
covered by bumpy skin. Bucky says you’d starve to death 
eating these things. As we walked, our guide pointed out lav-
ender & mint growing wild, part of the typical garrigue flora. 
I picked some mint for our “botany” collection. There were 
only 6 of us on the tour & our guide allowed time for Bucky to 
take photos.

The wind was blowing hard on the mountain. Bucky hung 
back a little because one of the other tourists seemed to be 
having a bit of a rough time walking the uneven ground in 
the wind. He asked, “Ca va?” and she began to answer him 
in French, of course. She quickly realized he was having 
his own rough time following, and switched to some poor 
English. She said there was a “vent sauvage, the wind.” That 
has quickly become a catchphrase. 

Bucky is doing really well (he says not) speaking what he 
calls his “high school French.” People all seem to like that he 
tries, & often answer in French. He tells them he speaks “un 
petit peut.” But they all open up when he does. Some people, 
especially older folks in our village, seemed a bit scowly at 
first. Luckily we remember one of the travelogues we watched 
saying that “Every conversation begins with ‘Bonjour.’” If we 
say “bonjour,” even the scowliest face lights up & “Bonjour 
Madame, bonjour Monsieur,” is the smiling answer. 

When we went into the abbey buildings after touring the 
grounds (artificial fishpond lake with little island—overlook 
where we saw a glimpse of the sea—rocks “carved” with seats 
[“maybe”]—path to the hermitage where the monks went to 
die, alone—dolmen & fruit trees) our guide offered us a writ-
ten version, in English, of her talk. We also met a busy little 
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champagne colored male poodle that liked to have his belly 
rubbed. 

Twelve clerics & lay priests—6 of each—I think. This was 
the most austere order in all France. They never spoke, were 
strict vegetarians, went barefoot all year. They were buried 
right in the ground without any coffins. The clerics (from the 
nobility) were clean shaven & the peasant lay priests bearded. 
The priory dates from the 12th century & is spare & simple like 
the hermits who inhabited it. There were a few small “loop” or 
“slit” windows in the common room, like the kind through 
which you shoot arrows, but no glass. There never was any: 
they were just openings in the thick stone walls, all year long! 

The cloister is “the only one of its kind to be so preserved, 
which makes it of particular historical & architectural inter-
est.” The order existed for only about five hundred years, and 
this particular priory died off when neighboring lords took 
over its lands.*

Finally, lunch—at 6 p.m.! But what a lunch: 3 cheeses, 
bacon, salami, 2 coarse pâtés & rich, crusty bread. Divinity!

* For the order’s history: Grandmontines.
Loie photographed a page of the English guide, but the photo doesn’t reproduce 

well. Just for fun…
The Rule of the Order

It was the most austere Rule of the whole Middle Ages. No hierarchy, no archives, 
no meat, a regular fast and no heating. They walked barefoot, perpetual silence, an 
every day conference for the Clerics. Mental prayer during manual work.

It was the first Mendicant Order living in community of twelve monks comprising 
two groups. The CLERICS: they shaved; they devoted themselves to prayer and con-
templation. The LAY BROTHERS: they wore long beards; they usually descended 
from the peasantry and were famous land-cleare monks; they managed properties; 
they appointed to look after the pilgrims.

We drove up the highway to Couvertoirade, one of the “100 
Most Beautiful Villages of France.” Yes, it’s true, there is an 
official list. And Couvertoirade is beautiful! The walled town 
is no longer a living town, really, but all taken up by artisan 
shops, lodgings and restaurants. 

At first we didn’t realize what we were going to see. We had 
to park in a lot on the edge of town. We began walking, & the 
houses along the lane were certainly pretty, mellow old stone, 
many low and rambling. Bucky was a little further ahead. He 
said, “I think we’re coming to the end.” We had gotten back 
on the road that led past the parking lot. Then he said, “Oh no, 
wait.” We saw a giant wall rising over the trees along the road. 
We went on, and he found the gate through the wall. We went 
through and there was Couvertoirade: a maze of tiny lanes 
between ancient old houses, with one end of town taken up 
by the crumbling old Templar church. Steps cut into the rock 
led up to its cemetery, dotted with circular crosses of stone. 
The view across the rooftops into the sunset was wonderful.

Home again for a snack supper of leftover car lunch supple-
mented by muscat wine & muscat grapes tasting just like the 
wine (ah!). Now, bed. Tomorrow, back to the airport to find 
Elizabeth.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grandmontines


Our rooftop terrace. A very nice place to begin the day.











The countryside near Peret. This is the garrigue, wild, rocky and lush all at the same time. Some similarity to the 
American southwest, especially in the colors, but yet not the same.

















Leaving Salasc, near Lac Salagu. Further along we 
stopped again for photos—roadside sunflowers, 
grape harvesters and beautiful scenery. More 
driving and photos following the road to Lodeve.









Prieuré Saint-Michel de Grandmont.
Ancient dolmens on the grounds of the last remaining 

priory of France’s most austere order.





















Dolmen Gallardet. On the grounds of the priory. A rare carved entrance.







































Couvertoirade. One of the “100 Most Beautiful Villages of France.” Yes, it’s true, there is an official list. 
And beautiful it is!
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Day 5: Tuesday, September 24, 2002—Montpellier for Elizabeth

OK, good! Today we found Elizabeth. She arrived in 
Montpellier at 12:25, & we were late!

We were racing to the airport because we went first into 
Montpellier center to find SAURAMP—a bookstore where 
we intended to buy Bruno Marc’s book on dolmens & menhirs 
in the south of France. As usual, it took much longer than 
we hoped. We got lost going into Montpellier. We got off 
the highway much too soon. But when we stopped to ask 
directions, and Bucky’s French was failing him, the clerk at 
the town office hailed a very kind man, we think a colleague 
of some sort, who spoke very good English & even offered to 
lead us into town, right to the correct parking garage. We 
hope he was intending to go that way, because the route was 
tortuous.

“Great Scott,” said Bucky as we were turning & swoop-
ing & backing & forthing. “We never would have done this on 
our own.” I said maybe the man was taking some tricky back 
way, because we were seeing very few signs for Montpellier 
Center. In any case, our guide slowed down as we were going 
into a tunnel, & began waving out his window, pointing over 
his car, to the right. Bucky peeled off up a ramp & we were 
headed into an underground parking garage.

We had found SAURAMP in the Montpellier phone 
book, & had an address listing them at, or in, The Triangle. A 
passerby knew the place, and we followed his hand-waving 
directions to a sort of downtown mall area called—The 
Triangle! Bucky spotted the sign for the bookstore right 
away. Time was spent in the store, we asked for the book, it 
was presented to us. But then we asked for directions to the 
airport. Goodness, what a conversation ensued. 3 people were 

conferring and confirming. Just like A Year in Provence! We 
thought we had a good idea of what to do. Hah!

We couldn’t get out of the parking garage. There were no 
attendants at the gates, just machines that kept spitting back 
our ticket.

“We have to pay at the other machine, the caisse automa-
tique,” said Bucky. “This is just like in the airport, when we 
had to use your credit card to get out. All the lots are going 
to be like this, you just pay at a caisse automatique, and it 
validates your ticket. I saw the machine, I know where it is.” 
Of course we were now running late, & were anxious at the 
further delay! Elizabeth was waiting for us. Would she try to 
go on her own? Had she even gotten our message?

Bucky worked the caisse automatique & now the gate was 
happy to let us out. It said something about thanks or nice day 
on its readout. Then of course our well rehearsed directions 
failed us, or we failed them. There was more turning & back-
ing & forthing to get to the airport, but we finally did. Luckily 
Elizabeth had gotten our message, and was waiting with her 
luggage on a cart.

Then we had to sort out a problem with Elizabeth’s credit 
card at the car rental counter. It wouldn’t work. Finally, after 
almost two hours of waiting, phone calls & discussion, it 
turned out that her bank had blocked her card! She used it 
in Paris to make phone calls to hotels, & to withdraw money. 
Suspicious! Once she talked to an office in the States, it was 
straightened out & we were almost on our way. In the airport 
parking lot, a French man ran up to Bucky asking, in French, 
how to pay to get out of the lot. Bucky said, “A la caisse 
automatique,” & pointed to it. Voila! We feel so cosmopolitan!
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So we led Elizabeth home, & on our third drive to Peret 
from the airport we finally made the whole trip without any 
wrong turns. When we parked in Peret, Elizabeth got out of 
her car and said, “Thank you for that. That’s the nicest thing 
you’ve ever done for me. I never could have done it by myself.” 
Bucky said, “Oh, well, we’ve got two people, we’ve done it 
three times, & that’s the first time we did it just right.”

We had dejeuner on the terrace—chatted with Duncan—
called Elizabeth’s momma (the phone calls from the booth 
in the square are now routine, piece of cake)—walked around 
town (Elizabeth bought many postcards)—invited Duncan in 
for muscat after supper & now we’re preparing (i.e., Bucky is 
preparing) steaks from the Intermarché for supper. Ooh la la! 
I could take a nap!

We’re planning to go to the market in Clermont L’Herault 
tomorrow morning.
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Day 6: Wednesday, September 25, 2002—Market, Saint Guilhem le Desert, Sete

Our first full day with Elizabeth awake and functional, 
though she didn’t wake up until 11 a.m., tired out after her 
long flight! Bucky and I had decided by that point to go on 
our own to the market. It is held every Wednesday, as it has 
been for the last 1,000 years. We weren’t sure how late it would 
go, or how quickly fresh things would be sold out. We didn’t 
want to be late. It took a while to actually find the market. Of 
course there were no signs. After a thousand years, (which is 
how long the white guide says the market has been held) we 
assume most folks know by now how to find it! I figured that 
we just needed to go against the flow of all the people carry-
ing the sacks, & there it was.

The market was a good size, with sellers of textiles, 
new & used clothes, leather goods, pottery, jewelry and of 
course all kinds of food spread out under the castle walls—
olives, fruits, vegetables, breads, cheeses, nuts & meats 
(fresh & cured) were for sale. There was no problem with 
selling out early: the vendors were still doing a roaring busi-
ness when we arrived sometime around eleven. We spent 29 
€ alone on three wedges of different cheeses & the vendor 
threw in a big extra hunk as a cadeaux. Same at a vegetable 
stand: three melons for 3 € and we got an extra for free! We 
stocked up on several kinds of olives, lettuce, & pork slices, a 
sausage, breads & other things I can’t recall as I write. Bucky’s 
arms were stretched to the ground by the time we made it 
back to our car.

“I don’t know why we didn’t bring something better to 
carry all this stuff in,” he said. Naturally we had just set out 
without a care, totally unprepared.

Af ter the market ,  we looked around town for an 

Intermarché without success. I wanted to stock up on some 
other things like detergent, but we’ll have to do that another 
day. We did get gas, after struggling for a few minutes, trying 
to figure out how to open the gas cap. A very kind attendant 
saw our distress and demonstrated. We stopped briefly at a 
local olive oil coop store, which turned out to be a touristy 
oils & doodads shop. Bucky sampled every one of the oils 
from the little ewers put out for the purpose. Much ooh-
ing & mm-ing. The oils were very expensive, so we forbore. 
Home by one—Elizabeth had been up for a while now & was 
ready for adventure.

We decided to go to Saint Guilhem le Desert with car 
lunch, then find someplace nice for supper. Our route was 
Peret→Nebian→Brignac→Canet (by mistake!)→St. André de 
Sangionis→Lagsmas→Montepeyroux & up through the gorge, 
past the Pont du Diable (built in 1030) & up to St. G.

Like Couvertoirade, St. G. is mainly a tourist town, 
another of the 100 Most Beautiful Villages. Bucky & I had 
to go see it, because it’s the town that got us so interested 
in southern France. It is not walled or circular, just goes 
up & up with many “eau potable” spring water fountains 
in town. Lots of restoration work going on there. Elizabeth 
bought an inch-high stack of postcards. We bought 2 bottles 
of wine—Chateau des Friggouliers Millisme 1999 Terres 
Noires, Domaine Saint Andrieu la Serrane 2000 Coteaux do 
Languedoc Montpeyroux.

I wore Pat Brennan’s blue shirt & Patty’s wool socks on this 
excursion!

We drove back down to the lake to have lunch—lots of 
olives, including my favorite: lime green lucques that taste 
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like fresh pickles! Cheese, paté, breads—not a hermit’s meager 
lunch. 

Bucky wandered along the edge of the parking lot. Soon 
he called back, “This is the bridge.” We went to where he was 
standing, pointing down, & saw the real bridge.

“I knew these other things weren’t right,” he said. “The pic-
tures all showed three arches.” Bucky had spent a lot of time 
reading about places to go & things to see before we left. Now 
it was paying off, because we had been accepting the newer 
bridge as the ancient one! Oh brother!

We decided to drive to Sete for a seafood supper & sample a 
Red Guide recommendation. The Coté d’Sud had whetted our 
appetite for fish. 

Route to Sete: St. G.→Montpeyroux→Lagsmas→Gignac→C
anet→Plaiscan→ Villeveyrac→Poussant→Sete. It’s not an old 
town, but it is right on the sea & a working fishing town, so 
there are loads of seafood restaurants. It took a while to find 
La Palangrotte, as there was a Rue and a Quay with the same 
name. But we got a look at the quayside while searching.

We were early for supper, so we sat in a bar nearby while 
Bucky enjoyed his first pastis and Elizabeth & I wrote post-
cards. The bar had no other patrons but us & about 6 men 
playing a little kind of roulette game at the bar. They were 
being served drinks & eating tapenade that the bartender put 
out, but we never saw anyone pay for anything. Soon enough 
it was time for supper.

We all ordered fixed menus. Bucky & I had the 20€ Terroir, 
Elizabeth had the Setois Menu, featuring fish soup with a 
bouillabaisse stock. We began with a piece of mackerel in 
buttery gelatin with little carrot and vegetable slices. Bucky 
then received 6 scrumptious oysters—I got a flan with mus-
sels and tomato sauce, a half moon of croissant bread and 2 

cooked mussels in olive oil & the tiniest bits of basil I’ve ever 
seen. Elizabeth had raw seafood salad on greens.

Then, cuttlefish & pasta for Bucky with a creamy sauce—I 
got fish with a slice of bacon, a slice of ham & red pepper 
ragout. Elizabeth had her fish in bouillabaisse sauce, with 
little toasts & a buttery sauce to dunk in the broth. Dessert 
was cheese for Bucky—warm apple tart with vanilla ice cream 
for me. Elizabeth had pineapple & ice cream. We shared two 
bottles of wine, recommended by our waiter. Elizabeth and I 
had cafe and Bucky a glass of muscat for our digestifs. 110 € 
and an 20 € tip. Elizabeth paid for supper and we left the tip.

Coming home was a bit of a challenge—getting out of Sete 
wasn’t easy! The European “follow signs for a likely destina-
tion” system was frustrating, with inconsistent destinations 
only occasionally marked. We finally found a way back, 
passing through Montbazin, which has a nicely illuminated 
church.



On the Way to Saint Guilhem le Desert.
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Day 7: Thursday, September 26, 2002—Day hike

We are finishing breakfast, planning the day. Elizabeth will 
have a day on her own. Bucky & I are to travel, probably a hike.

12:45 p.m. Passed through tiny Mas Audra, just past the 
back of Lake Salagou Dam. This a happy mistake—we meant 
to go the other way ’round the lake, but got off the track 
somehow. The road down into the river gorge & up out again 
passed right under the dam, & the bottom most part of it was 
marked with danger signs. It’s obviously under water now 
and then! Incredible wildly eroded cliffsides in the gorge.

We began our hike near St. Pierre de la Fage at 1:30. Eleven 
kilometers and “moyen” difficulty. Our guide book said 3 
hours & the signs at the trail head said 4. With a brief stop 
in Parlatges for picnic lunch, we finished about 5 p.m., so 3½ 
hours, including a lunch stop.*

It was a beautiful walk. Blue sky, crystal clear air, sunlight 
making the greens sparkle, mountains in the distance (the 
Pyrenees?), eroded rock faces thrusting up from steep pine 
clad slopes falling into the valley.

The light is incredible! The French language walking guide 
(purchased in the bookstore in St. G.) L’Herault à pied was 
fine—no trouble following it. Well, one or two places, par-
ticularly in the town of Parlatges, where there was a bit of a 
question in our minds, but we always found the very good 
blazes again & carried on.

We were walking on fire roads & foot trails through the 
“Foret domaniale de Parlatges,” a forest of pines planted in 

* There were bars of soap on a ledge behind the fountain. There was also a bus 
stop shelter, even out here in what seemed to us the middle of nowhere. One bus a 
day,

the 1940s to prevent erosion. (We think that’s what the guide 
is telling us!) Midway through the hike we went through the 
tiny town of Parlatges. It was no more than 2 dozen houses 
around an old church, nestled in the valley at the source of 
the river. (2 people on a terrace, one motorcyclist, 2 poodle 
dogs guarding the church, 2 cats & 2 dogs fenced in.) So, we 
walked along the valley, down into it & up out again. In town, 
we stopped at the village green to eat our trail lunch of bread, 
apple, cheese & sausage. On one edge of the green was an eau 
potable fountain, & right next to that a big barbecue! 3 bars of 
soap & a drinking glass were set behind the fountain. There 
was also a very nice bus shelter, here in what seems to us, 
except for this tiny hamlet, to be the middle of nowhere.

This was a place of indecision about the trail. We had 
trouble with the French in our guide book, and could not see 
the next blaze. Bucky walked about a bit, following his good 
instincts and the map & found a blaze, & we were on our way 
again, over the tiny river and up a fantastically long steep 
slope.

As we ascended a bit, we looked back. I took a picture of 
Bucky pointing to “his” house—a place he would like to live. 
I took lots of photos along the way & aside from three people 
in town, we saw no one at all on the trail. There was also a 
hawk circling low near the end of the walk (Bucky said our 
guardian spirit, characteristically going in circles), a crowing 
rooster, one brave lizard, ravens calling & the wind roaring in 
the pines.

I’m writing this in the car while Bucky walks back a bit 
to take pictures. A wonderful, perfect day. Remember the 
light through the field of clover above town—luminous in a 
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way I’ve never seen. The big wild rosemary bushes along the 
trail. The flower is from the walk.* It has a lovely scent & the 
color is the same as my pink tee shirt. Now, home, maybe the 
Intermarché in Lodeve, & see if Elizabeth has bought all the 
postcards in Couvertoirade. And supper!

As we were leaving the trail head, we saw a goatherd & his 
white dog walking their goats across the rough road. Our 
hiking guide book told us to stop in Saint Pierre la Fage & find 
the chapelle caussenarde typique. We did, & it was lovely. I bet 
we got some good pictures! We think a causse has something 
to do with a mountain or hill, and that the type of chapel is so 
named for the conical pillars at its corners.**

* We were still making photo albums. The flower is in the album.
** After some research at home, it seems the word means of the causses. Wikipedia 
claims “Causse is an Occitan word meaning ‘limestone plateau’.” We weren’t far 
off. We now assume the pillars are a feature of the chapels built in the causses.

































































The chapelle caussenarde typique of Saint Pierre la Fage.
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Day 8: Friday, September 27, 2002—Cave of Niaux, Carcassone

Before we left home, Bucky had successfully reserved three 
places for the 1 p.m. English language tour at the painted cave 
of Niaux, near Tarascon d’Ariege in the Pyrenees. The drive 
was a nail biter—because it was a long one we had no idea 
how long it might take. Our tour began at 1, and we needed 
to be there early to pay for our tickets. We left in what we 
thought would be plenty of time, but near Nebian had to turn 
back because I couldn’t remember turning off the coffee pot. 
There went our safety margin!

Once on the road, headed west, the drive was beautiful. 
On the highway to Carcassone, Bucky took care to point 
out the silly concrete sculptures of the Cathar Knights. He 
recognized them from his research. I read bits aloud from the 
white guide about Narbonne and Carcassone as we passed 
them, trying to keep Bucky distracted from his worry over 
being late. Bucky was driving fast: 140 and 150 kilometers per 
hour. Thank goodness the French are such polite drivers. Just 
as in Italy, there are no left lane groggers, so we could go fast 
to make up time. But still the drive was taking a long time, 
perhaps a bit longer than we had hoped. I thought we would 
just make it by one—Bucky was sure we would not make it in 
time, because we were supposed to be there by 12:30 to buy 
our tickets.

Then real disaster struck! About thirty minutes out of 
Niaux (by my estimate) we were on a local road and we hit 
stopped traffic. We waited a few minutes, & saw people begin-
ning to turn their cars around & head back. Bucky decided 
to do the same, & we half followed traffic, half navigated 
with the Michelin map book & half trusted to luck. Our 
instincts & maps didn’t fail us, and we were soon back on 

the right road, past whatever had stopped the traffic, & flying 
toward Tarascon! (Bucky says I’m the world’s best navigator. 
I think I’m the luckiest.) We entered a mountain pass about 
12:30, with Bucky frantic that we were too late. The road 
passed under cuts in the cliff, along the river.

Then, though the sign posting for the cave was good 
through Tarascon, the road led us through several round-
abouts. Elizabeth read signs from the back seat & called out 
the turnoffs, & at last—the road up to the cave out of Tarascon 
was a tiny lane that switched back & forth up the mountain-
side. We had to pull over to let a slowly descending tourist 
bus go by! Oh brother! Ten minutes to one! We parked at the 
entrance at five to one—Bucky ran in to buy our tickets.

As it turned out, the tour didn’t begin at the stroke of 
one—we all had time to go to the bathroom & put on our 
jackets. We had told Elizabeth to wear sturdy shoes & she was 
glad she did.

The tour was wonderful. Just twenty people & our guide, 
one big f lashlight per couple, no lights in the cave. It was 
fairly easy walking back into the cave, which was a big tun-
nel carved out by a river, with a few puddly or slippery 
places & some stairs, but mostly along an ancient riverbed 
that was smooth. The first stop was by a rock face marked 
with dots and lines, many of them red colors. Further on, 
there was a small test excavation. Our guide said no human 
artifacts or remains have yet been found in the cave.

The highlight of the tour was the Salon Noir: a huge cham-
ber about 800 meters back from the entrance. Here there 
were groups of animals drawn in black charcoal. They ranged 
from hand size to several feet long. We recognized bison, 
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horses, ibex and boar. Our guide pointed out a fish, although 
we didn’t see it as one. Some of the animals had pointed red 
marks on their sides. There are about 100 markings and 300 
animals in the cave, all drawn low down. And the floor of the 
chamber has been excavated a bit, so that the floor level @ the 
time of the drawing was even higher, making the drawings at 
perhaps waist height when they were made.

As we’ve read before, there was an almost reverse correla-
tion between animals drawn in the cave (20 to 10,000 years 
ago) & animals that were hunted and eaten. That is, many ani-
mal bones are found in association with Paleolithic habitation, 
but these animals are rarely drawn in the caves. Apparently 
this is true through most of Europe. Our guide was at pains 
to point out how little is really known about this art. He also 
asked for a volunteer to sing, but as none was forthcoming 
he sang a bit himself. The acoustics of the Salon Noir were 
beautiful: his voice, which was very pleasant, rang & echoed. 
One of the tour members asked about this, & said he had read 
that paintings are mostly found in caves that have this kind of 
effect. Maybe. Do all cave chambers do it?

The cave was wet inside. Stalagmites and stalactites 
abounded. Some of the art was washed away, as recently as 
1978. Niaux was perhaps not the most sophisticated of the 
cave art, but thrilling to see none the less. There is no idea 
how long the ancients worked in this cave—a generation, 
hundreds of years? Modern people—beginning in the 1600s, 
that we saw—visited the cave and left graffiti on the walls 
marking their visits. It’s hard to imagine people living in 
these remote places with the main means of transporting self 
and goods one’s own feet—unless they rode horses or other 
animals. 
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Carcassone

After our tour, Bucky asked at the ticket office about 
restaurants for lunch. The clerk told him there were no good 
ones anywhere near—the Red Guide seemed to agree. So 
from the cave we proceeded back down to town and the 
museum gift shop. Bucky took photos of the mountains while 
I browsed the books & Elizabeth bought a bazillion postcards. 
I bought a few, plus two books about the cave, one mistakenly 
in Spanish! We had car lunch snacks in the parking lot, under 
a convenient tree, & decided to go home by way of Carcassone 
and a restaurant there. The Red Guide was sanguine about 
the possibilities—Bucky pointed out that in Carcassone we 
could have authentic cassoulet. That decided it!

Carcassone is another ancient fortified town, but romanti-
cally restored to its present turreted state by Violet le Duc in 
1844. It’s quite the tourist attraction.

According to the white guide, the faux medieval atmo-
sphere makes it a desirable location for costume drama movie 
filming. Although today Carcassone is “…a dour manufac-
turing town, [it] was once the strategic key to the Midi—the 
castle built there by St. Louis was a barrier greater than the 
Pyrenees to invaders.” The old walled city, surrounded by the 
dour town, looks just like a place where women in pointy hats 
with floating veils would be leaning over the walls to watch 
jousts. In one square there was a memorial with a bronze bas 
relief circling it that appears to depict the original, uncapped 
towers. Again according to the white guide, the river Aude 
takes a sharp right turn for the sea here, making an ancient 
crossroads between the Mediterranean and the Atlantic. 
As early as the eighth century BC, there was a fortress here. 
During the period 1084 to 1209, Carcassone enjoyed prosper-

ity under the rule of the family Trencavels. “The last viscount, 
Raymond-Roger Trencavel, was himself no Cathar, but a 
gentleman and a patriot, determined to oppose the planned 
rape of Languedoc by the northerners. His famous declara-
tion is still remembered today: ‘I offer a town, a roof, a shelter, 
bread and my sword to all the persecuted people who soon 
will be wandering in Provence.’ ”

Unfortunately, he was tricked by the Crusaders, cap-
tured & imprisoned. The leaderless Carcassone surrendered. 
Trencavel died in prison three months later, possibly poisoned 
by the Crusader leader Simon de Montfort. Carcassone was 
eventually ceded to the French crown & became the greatest 
fortress in Europe. But when France took over Roussillon 
in 1659, Carcassone lost its military necessity & began to fall 
into disrepair. In 1830 France’s Inspector-General of Historic 
Monuments, the writer Prosper Merimee, noticed the dete-
rioration. He gave the restoration job to Viollet-le-duc & the 
result is the wonderful mish mosh of styles we saw. 200,000 
people visit the old city each year!

After a walk round town, & photos along the double walls, 
we had supper at Chez Saskia, a Red Guide recommendation. 
It took a bit of asking to find the restaurant. The address in the 
Red Guide was Place de L’Eglise, but there was no such place 
on our walking map. We asked a shop keeper, who pointed 
to the church & the unnamed square in front of it. Voila: 
the church square is always place de l’eglise. We began with 
aperitifs of Cremant de Limoux, (like champagne) & pastis for 
Bucky. Then Elizabeth had foix gras while Bucky and I had 
salad with little bits of bacon, & coriander, identified by Bucky 
and confirmed by our waitress. For our main plates, Bucky 
and I had cassoulet. Fabulous, & very filling. I love white 
beans! Elizabeth had fish. I was too full for dessert—fruit 
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for Bucky and me & chocolate for Elizabeth. They navigated 
home while I slept in the back seat—too much fun!

Note—on our way out in the morning, we saw a heron @ 
our river bridge.





Courtesy of Elizabeth





Courtesy of Elizabeth



Outside the museum gift shop.





















Carcassone.
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Another day of excursions, to 4 towns! Carpentras, Pernes-
les-Fontaines, L’Isles-la-Sorgue, Gordes, another of France’s 
“100 Most Beautiful Villages.” We used the white guide to 
good effect. We were hoping to have supper in a one star 
restaurant, but the red guide’s two possibilities were “tout 
complet.” More on that later.

On the way to Carpentras, I read in the white guide that we 
were seeing Mount Ventoux, home of the devils that sent the 
cold winds from the north. It is ringed by chapels, perhaps 
to help in exorcising the demons. We couldn’t make out any 
chapels @ our distance.

In Carpentras, we visited St. Siffrien’s Cathedral, where we 
picked up a good English guide. The cathedral was begun in 
the 15th century & worked on until 1902! We began our tour 
by parking in a “metered” space right by the church square. 
It took a minute to figure out the system: buy a timed ticket 
from a machine at the street corner & leave it in view on your 
dashboard.

In one corner of the square between the cathedral and the 
Palais de Justice was a fantastic old monument, a twenty eight 
foot high Roman Triumphal Arch. It was erected in the first 
century AD. The white guide: “Of all the ancient Provencal 
monuments, this shows the bizarre Celtic quality of Gallo-
Roman art at its most stylized extreme, with its reliefs of 
enchained captives and trophies.” Indeed the art was odd, 
the chained captives were tall sculptures, larger than life 
size, & one was wearing a fur or skin.

Across from this, sticking out from the cathedral wall, was 
a remnant of the original twelfth century cathedral, part of 
the cupola, used in the 15th century building as a bell tower 

that is now gone. Odd, but it shows how these cathedrals are 
living churches, not just monuments.

Next we walked around the back of the cathedral to find 
a way in. We could hear singing coming from inside. Bucky 
said, “Jesu Joy of Man’s Desiring? Father should be here to 
tell us what the music is.” It turned out that our route around 
was a lucky one—the first door we came to was the Porte 
Juive, where Jewish converts were taken in to be baptized. 
The decorations were beautiful, but most importantly, Bucky, 
reading the white guide, discovered “Carpentras’ famous 
curio, the small sculpted Boule aux Rats—a globe covered 
with rats” over the door! We had a good look at “the rat 
nibbles” through the binoculars, & there were indeed about 
six worn rats evident.*

* An article in the Washington Post says: “The Carpentras tourism office…says it 
represents the passage of time eating away at the world.”
http://medmeanderings.com/travel/2014/10/strange-little-rat-ball/ :

Located above the Porte Juive, the ‘boule aux rats’ has elicited any number of inter-
pretations, from the most fantastic to the very likely. Thus, the etymology or topography 
of Carpentras is sometimes called upon: Latin carpere - browse, nibble; ras = rat...

Perhaps it also represents something to do with the plague, which claimed so 
many victims in Comtat (Venaissin), despite the Plague Wall (see another post); 
epidemics of typhus and plague killed 150,000 people in the region in the 14th 
century. The ‘ boulo di gari’  (Provençal for “rat ball”) would have been set up as 
a reminder that assiduous attendance at church was the best vaccine against the 
disease. [Except that no one back then knew fleas on rats carried the plague.]

There are three other boules aux rats in France, at Saint-Germain-l’Auxer-rois 
in Paris, Le Mans cathedral, and the church of Saint-Jacques de Meulan in 
Yvelines département Île-de-France.
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Inside we found that a wedding rehearsal was in prog-
ress—the singing was a choir rehearsing behind the altar. I lit 
a 20 hour votive candle for my mother in the Chapelle de la 
Sainte Vierge. We found the Nail Chapel, & learned that Saint 
Siffrien doesn’t exist in any official lists of Catholic Saints!

Next we went on to Pernes-les-Fontaines, a tiny town with 
37 fountains, one for every 190 residents. Apparently someone 
wanted to have a better one than their neighbors, & the 
thing caught on. We walked around & found 7 of them, most 
just small spouts on the corners of a building with a basin 
underneath, a few more elaborate. Silly but fun! Just by luck, 
we noticed a set of steps and a sign about the castle. We all 
walked up, with sets of stairs becoming more steep, until at 
last we were up on top in a tiny courtyard, with marvelous 
views all around. A very nice man took a picture of all three 
of us with Mt. V. in the background.

One of the restaurants we were trying to eat in was in P-l-F, 
but it was closed for the afternoon break and we could not get 
an answer on the phone. Bucky tried knocking, but although 
we thought we could see someone inside, through the window, 
no one would answer his knock. We decided to press on. We 
were passing through L’Isles-la-Sorgue and needed a rest stop, 
a bit of car lunch. The center of town was pretty, & the roads 
were a bit confusing.

So we pulled into the little parking lot at the square. 
Elizabeth also wanted to find a phone to try & work some more 
on lining up her Paris hotel. The convenient phone booth on 
the square took only phone cards! So I foraged among the 
pharmacies & tabacs & bought an inexpensive phone card. We 
all used it, calling restaurants and hotels. As Bucky & I ate our 
car lunch on a bench under the big old sycamores lining the 
square, several games of boules were going on. There were 

some spectators & some players, and some took turns doing 
first one then the other. As we left, Bucky read the map & used 
his intuition to find our road. We were off.

Earlier, we had thought we might stop in Fontaine-de-
Vaucluse, whose interest is the cave in the cliff, source of the 
Sorgue River. It’s supposed to be a dramatic sight, and would 
have made the day a Two Fontaine Tour. But time was pass-
ing—we went straight on to Gordes.

Now we were in Provence, home of Peter Mayle and all that. 
The countryside looked more settled and managed than ours 
in the garrigue—as we neared Gordes the houses & grounds 
were certainly much nicer. Provence is supposed to be more 
expensive than Languedoc, one reason we decided on Peret!

Finally, Gordes—a dramatic hillside town that is full of 
tourists. The architecture & town layout were very like the 
hill towns of Tuscany. Gordes is also home to another one 
star restaurant, our final Red Guide choice for the day. But 
the phone number in the Red Guide was wrong! When Bucky 
called it, a woman told him there was no restaurant there. 
We decided that Bucky would go back down the road to the 
place—he had noticed it coming in & said it was just outside 
town. He also wanted to stop & take some pictures at a par-
ticular vantage. Elizabeth & I would explore while he was out, 
and we would meet back at a little bar on the church square.

Elizabeth & I wandered. I bought eau de lavande—lavender 
is a specialty of Provence. I saw beautiful jacquard fabrics 
that I think should be our craft.

We did meet up at the appointed time, Elizabeth & I had 
separated to do our own independent exploring. I found 
her & Bucky ensconced in the bar. Some things had gone 
well and others not. Bucky said that he saw staff eating at the 
restaurant, but they refused to answer the door. “I know they 
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knew I was there,” he said. “They watched me walk around 
the front, and I was knocking loud enough. They were closed, 
that’s all. Quel dommage for me.” But he had found his van-
tage point from which to take pictures.

“There’s a perfect stopping place, it’s the exact little spur 
of rock to walk out on to get the best view. And they’ve got a 
little pull off on the road, and it’s the only place you can stop 
all along the road in. Perfect setup for tourists.”

Elizabeth had gotten a recommendation from a shop 
keeper, and she & Bucky made a reservation for us at de 
Teston, right on the square. When I sat down with them, & we 
all had our aperitifs, Bucky pointed to the big tabby cat that 
had come over to join us. He wanted petting (the cat, I mean, 
not Bucky). The cat was named Gisby, & he ruled the roost. 
After his petting, Gisby sat for a while behind the bar, then 
made himself very comfortable on a service platter on the 
bar!

Supper was OK. The white guide had warned us, & it was 
correct, that Gordes was a tourist town, and the restaurants 
were pricey and not the best. But it was still a wonderful sup-
per, just not the best in France. Pumpkin & cheese soup and a 
very light (perhaps vegetarian?) pâté for appetizers. All plates 
served with the same sides of carrots, eggplant & mashed 
potatoes very nicely f lavored and in a shape. For our main 
plates, Bucky had rabbit, Elizabeth had pork & I had fish. I 
also managed to order a plain salad, not from the menu. 
Bucky pointed out that though we had a rather too nouvelle 
supper for our tastes, the olive oil on my salad was the best we 
had yet. “It’s Provence,” he said. “We’ll never find anything 
like that at home.”

And once again, I had a nice car nap as Bucky and Elizabeth 
navigated home.





The Gallo-Roman arch.



Courtesy of Elizabeth





The Boule aux Rats over the Porte Juive.
(Illustration borrowed from the Web. We’re not that 

good photographers!)











Pernes-les-Fontaines.













Gordes.

























Gisby, the cat of Cercle Republicain.
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Elizabeth opted to stay home, relax & write postcards. She 
reported later that she spent the entire day on the roof terrace! 
Bucky & I drove to Cambous to see the ancient prehistoric 
village and to St. Martin de Londres. We found a gravel pull 
off parking lot for Cambous, but the location of the site itself 
wasn’t so obvious. Across the paved road from the parking 
area was an auberge, with a small dirt road running back 
from it. The little road was marked with signs for the site, 
but it was also marked “Sauf Riverains” with a no-entry bar 
around the lettering. We had seen the same in Gordes. We 
tried to use our French phrase book to puzzle out what the 
no-entry signs might mean. Residents Only? Watch out for 
Residents? Danger of Residents? We couldn’t figure it out, but 
thought we’d better just park in the pull off. 

We walked along the dirt road, with the auberge’s restau-
rant to our right, an estate of some kind on our left, then 
outbuildings on the right & little apartments or motel rooms 
on our left (two ladies were sitting out at a table, having wine). 
Then, nothing except the rocky road stretching into the gar-
rigue. A man & woman were walking back toward us. When 
we met, they told us the site was closed until 2, and that it was 
a kilometer walk away.

We decided to look at a nearby town in the meantime. The 
white guide said that nearby Saint Martin de Londres con-
ceals “one of the most exquisite medieval squares anywhere,” 
so we popped up there briefly. We parked in the village square 
and looked around. Hardly exquisite. Cute, maybe—bustling 
certainly, but not exquisite. Oh, but trust the white guide. 
Another look a little further on, and we read “The ensemble 
has a church to match…” They were talking about the town’s 

place l’eglise—shades of Carcassone!
We went back to the map posted at the parking lot, found 

the church on the map & Bucky confidently walked us the few 
blocks to the church square. It turned out to be so beautiful we 
decided to come back after Cambous to take pictures & enjoy. 
So from our little walk in St. M. de L., we hurried back to 
Cambous.

Walking through the garrigue to the site was interesting. 
There were piles & swales of the local white & gray limestone 
rocks scattered all about. We wondered if any were made 
by hand, or if they were all natural. It may well have been a 
kilometer back to the site, & we passed several families stroll-
ing along, in city sandals & nice clothes, with kids running 
here and there like excited puppies. There may have been a 
puppy or two as well! A beat up old & low slung sedan came 
barreling along the rough track and bounced past, kicking up 
stones and white dust. We surmised it was the guide scram-
bling to arrive ahead of his tourists.

The site was quite interesting. There was the car that 
had passed us, now parked, and a Brit caretaker/guide—a 
Crocodile Dundee look-a-like—who sold admissions & gave 
a brief introductory talk in French. After we toured & photo-
graphed the site, we asked him about its condition. He said 
that the ruined parts had been “partially” reconstructed. 
Apparently some of the doorways may have been built up 
a little, although he was a bit vague on just how much. The 
site is about five acres, the nearest existing spring is now 2 
km away. Scientists believe there were four groups of about 
ten huts each. Does this mean there were four families? Four 
groups of ten families? No way to know!
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Right in the middle of the groups of huts we saw one of the 
pits where clay had been dug. After the clay was excavated, 
refuse was dumped in the pits. Of course there may have 
been other springs in the area thousands of years ago, but it’s 
interesting to wonder if being near clay was more important 
than being near water. There was a reconstructed hut on the 
site—we’re not sure if it was an old foundation or not. Outside 
the hut, opposite the side door, was an outdoor oven. I guess 
the Neolithic people spent a lot of time outdoors. Bucky 
would have loved it!

It was fairly late afternoon when we finally headed back to 
St. M. de L. This is one of my favorite places so far. On our 
return trip, Bucky guided us to the square by a different route 
through town. This time we came into the square through 
an ancient arcade, with Bucky as he so often does eagerly 
walking on ahead. He turned to me as he came out into 
the light, & I was still in the arcade. “I’m having a complete 
deja vue,” he said. “We’ve done this before.” I was taking his 
picture just as he turned to tell me.

The white guide is right. St. M. de L is a gem. There is the 
beautiful medieval church, the exquisite courtyard—sunlight 
and shadows and arches—a picture from every direction. 
From the white guide: “…one of the most exquisite medieval 
squares anywhere, picturesquely asymmetrical and sur-
rounded by houses that have not changed for centuries. The 
ensemble has a church to match, an architecturally sophis-
ticated 11th century building with a rare elliptical cupola. A 
recent restoration, clearing out the dross of a brutal 19th cen-
tury remodeling, has uncovered some charming fragments 
of the original decoration. St. Martin on horseback, carved 
Celtic spirals and neo Byzantine capitals.”

We came home relatively early because we planned a 

la s t  n ig ht  supper  at  home for  E l i z abet h  ( leav i ng 
Monday) & Duncan (leaving Tuesday). We shopped at our 
Peret alimentary, since Duncan had recommended the meats 
there. Bucky kept telling the grocer to cut the steaks thicker! 
Finally the grocer played a joke, waving his knife right over 
the middle of the joint of meat, as if to cut a twelve inch thick 
steak. Everyone laughed at that.

When Bucky made the fire in the funny little “barbecue” 
in the corner of our rooftop terrace, it didn’t want to burn 
hot. “OK,” he said, “I admit, I don’t know how to work this 
one.” Supper was ready but for the steaks, & we all four were 
sitting on the terrace as he cooked. He kept blowing on it like 
a bellows to make it burn, and of course joked around with 
it, amusing us with his travails. We drank four bottles of 
wine all told, which led to the usual discussion of everything 
over & after supper.

































Cambous: A partially reconstructed Neolithic village.



















































































Supper with neighbor Duncan. 



Not all the bottles were emptied in one sitting. But with this picture, we inagurated a tradition of similar documentation.
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Elizabeth rose early, even before Duncan’s borrowed alarm 
clock went off. Her flight wasn’t until 1 p.m., but having never 
driven back to Montpellier, she wanted to allow for plenty of 
time. We saw her off at 9:30.

Meanwhile, we were expecting Terry to fix the washing 
machine. After a week of wrestling with it, and having one 
load come out spotted with big stains of undissolved soap, 
Bucky finally announced that as far as he was concerned, we 
weren’t just using it incorrectly, it was broken. “It’s not spin-
ning,” he said. “It’s not, you know, agitating. It fills up and 
empties, I can hear it doing that, but in between it just sits 
and whines. It doesn’t shake or anything.” I don’t remember 
which morning it was, either yesterday or Saturday, that 
Bucky called Terry and explained it to him. Bucky reported, 
“I told him I thought it wasn’t spinning. He immediately said, 
‘Well, the belt’s broken, innit?’ No hesitation. I wonder if he 
knows that already?” 

Bucky is not fond of our poor host, who has treated us 
somewhat peremptorily. Not at all like the Rossis in Italy! 
To be fair, Terry has told us that his wife Marina, who we 
expect is the brains behind the operation, is in the hospital 
for a hip replacement. So Terry is obviously on the run. It’s 
too bad, and has made a bit, but not much really, of bother for 
us. Bucky takes it harder than I do, as he wants to go, go go. 
I don’t remember when it was, but I remember very well him 
saying to Elizabeth here on the terrace, “When we go on a trip 
like this, I just want to see everything, eat this eat that eat the 
other thing, do everything.” Sometimes I need to slow down 
to be able to appreciate our surroundings. He soaks it all in 
like a sponge, noticing all the details, remembering where we 

are in town, how to get around. And resenting interruptions!
We also left a note for Terry about the shower disaster: 

water running over the tile ledge, down to the f loor, and 
leaking through the ceiling! Then off to hunt for dolmens 
and menhirs, a kind of side trip into Driving the Stone Age. 
We used Bruno Marc’s book that we bought in Montpellier. 
The Brit guide at Cambous, to whom we mentioned Bruno, 
warned us that while Bruno’s book is the most, indeed the 
only, comprehensive book there is, his directions are uneven.

So true! Only through perseverance and grinding analysis 
of French directions did we find a few sites from one chapter 
of his book! We started in—of all places—St. Martin de 
Londres. We had picked out a Bruno drive that was close to 
us, & seemed to include some good sites, & it could be begun 
from very near St. M. Bucky needed cigarettes, and wanted to 
try to find a map. He had learned through his research back 
home that there are French maps similar to the ones we used 
in Scotland. We stopped at a tabac on the bustling square for 
the cigarettes, & when he emerged Bucky was waving a Blue 
Series map: the most detailed maps available, which might 
show the locations of some of the sites we would be visiting. It 
turned out to be helpful.

We saw Le Dolmen de Ferriers, not easy to find. Bruno said 
that it was beside a farm lane, which with his directions and 
the blue map we found easily enough. But right away we saw 
what the Brit Guide of Cambous had been intimating. Bruno’s 
directions also said that it was behind a screen of trees. Well, 
the whole hillside we were walking along was covered with 
trees! Not very specific. Bucky had the idea that we should at 
least look for paths into the woods. We walked along the lane, 
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exploring now & then, without success. Eventually we were 
sure we had gone too far. On our way back, I noticed what 
I thought was a fairly good path going up the hill, kind of 
backwards to the way down the lane. I explored up that way 
and found it. A very nice partially reconstructed site.

The dolmen du Capuchin was a bust. We asked directions 
at the farm, and are certain we found its location on a hill 
far from the road, but decided not to bushwhack through 
the garrigue over to it. We drove right past La Grand Menhir 
de Jouilles, but finally, through sheer pigheadedness, found 
it, just a few feet off the road but obscured by trees. It’s quite 
tall & was broken in two parts but cemented together again. 
Someone had spray painted graffiti on its roadside face. We 
think that Bruno was telling us that a nearby depression was 
the site of its quarrying.

The least impressive site was a stone lying right by the road. 
Just after the Grand Menhir was Jouilles, an abandoned town. 
Bucky toyed with the idea of trying to get into it, but the lane 
was fenced off & time was pressing. An odd sight, though. 

The oddest search was for a dolmen we never found. We 
were sure, using the blue series map, that we had found the 
place. A farm lane led along a fenced field. At the beginning 
of the walk was a very elaborate sign, something about no 
hunting, danger. But we walked back much further than we 
felt we should have had to, with no sign of the dolmen. When 
we got back to our car from our fruitless trek, we stopped 
to eat car lunch. A nicely dressed man was sitting in a car, 
talking on a cell phone. We had a moment of apprehension. 
Was he concerned about our trespassing? We sat on a stone to 
eat our lunch of bread and cheese and olives, but he paid no 
attention and eventually we drove off to our next site.

This was the most impressive site yet, the dolmen de 

Lamalou. The site was well marked on the blue map as a 
national monument, but as with all the others, there were no 
road signs to mark it. Since there were several farmhouses 
nearby, we felt we should ask permission before just setting 
out up the stream that would lead us to the dolmen. We drove 
up a little lane & asked directions & permission from an elderly 
lady who leaned out an upper window at Bucky’s knock.

We understood her to say that her place wasn’t Lamalou—
she waved her arm as if we were to go further on the road. 
Bucky looked again at the blue map, & sure enough, we hadn’t 
seen that another farm was indeed named Lamalou! We drove 
around the bend in the road and up the lane to Lamalou, 
which was across the stream from the alleged dolmen site. A 
very helpful lady came out of a barn at our approach, & will-
ingly gave us permission. Bucky understood her to say that 
we would have to cross the stream, it was wet in places, and 
that the dolmen was more or less under “the electric line.” Of 
course all these conversations were in French, with Bucky 
doing a pretty good job of asking & replying.

We drove back to the good parking spot along the road, 
beside the stream that came down the hill. According to the 
map, if we just followed the stream up the hill, we’d come to 
the dolmen. It didn’t seem that we would have to cross water 
anywhere. But our farm wife guide was right. There were 
two places where little streams came along from the right, 
and we had to step across them on stones as we followed 
the larger stream uphill. It was good that we had gotten the 
hint about the electric lines, for the hillside was a jumble of 
piles of stones, much like those around Cambous. We found 
no paths, but soon came to the electric lines running along 
the hillside. We cast about, and I found it—a huge heap of 
stones, a chamber big enough to walk in, a low entrance and a 
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window higher up. Well worth the search.
All of this took a very long time—we were flagging a bit as 

we left pretty Lamalou. So we decided to begin a new search, 
for a red guide auberge restaurant back near St. Martin, ten 
km south, sort of. Well, that was a Wonder Tour! We seemed 
to be doing well at first, but eventually got bogged down at 
the intersections of roads D127, D127Eb & something else! 
We wandered around a town with roadwork detours for 15 
minutes. It was hopeless. We gave up & stopped to phone 
La Source, a restaurant in Villeneuvette, not far from Peret, 
which turned out to be very nice. That also gave us time to 
come home, freshen up & put on evening clothes for going out. 

We ate in a cavernous old room with interesting stone work, 
arches meeting low overhead. It seemed like an enormous 
amount of work to me, just to build a barn or wine cave or 
whatever it had been.

“Well, yeah,” said Bucky, “It’s a lot of work, but look. The 
stonework’s actually pretty sloppy. The mortar’s all uneven, 
it’s really rough. They had plenty of stones, they didn’t try to 
shape them, they just threw it up. They got the arches right, 
they knew how to set up the shape to hold the weight just 
right. Who knows how many of these places collapsed before 
that was figured out? I mean, they put the effort into what was 
absolutely necessary, and let the rest slide a bit. And they had 
a barn that’d last for hundreds of years. That’s pretty efficient, 
actually.”

The family eating next to us had their baby girl with them. 
Father was taking gas, he was embarrassed at all the fuss-
ing & fooling around. Mother & Aunt & Grandmother took 
turns walking Baby, trying to keep her quiet. Good luck, with 
a tired and keyed up toddler!

This was the restaurant with the skinny blonde hostess, 

doubling as a waitress, who was pleasant, but clearly not 
into food. There was a sleepy champagne blonde poodle in 
the lobby that snarled at me when I woke her up. Some other 
people stood up to go, and a huge shepherd dog stood up with 
them! We hadn’t even seen her sleeping quietly on the floor 
behind their table. That dog behaved much better than did 
Baby! We laughed about that. We too were both exhausted 
by the end of supper & came home to find a note from Terry—
installing new washer tomorrow!



Le Dolmen de Ferriers.







La Grand Menhir de Jouilles.









Searching for a dolmen we never found.



Dolmen de Lamalou.
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Day 12: Tuesday, October 1, 2002—Statue Menhirs day

We decided today to search for statue menhirs in the moun-
tains, driving toward Roquebrun through the Espinouse to 
St. Pons. This would be a new type of monument. The statue 
menhirs are supposed to be smaller stones, with carvings 
on their fronts. It was a wild day—cloudy and misty in the 
distance & once up into the mountains we were in the clouds. 
It was much cooler than lower down—17° C. Our target was 
the Prehistoric Museum in St. Pons (past Olargues).

We saw very good signs for the museum & wound up & up 
on smaller and smaller roads until we were on a little 
street high above town. We turned a snail curve in the lane 

 & arrived at what seemed to be someone’s stone patio! 
But no, there was the door to the museum, in a converted old 
house. A nice docent told us the museum was just closing 
for lunch break & that the menhirs were all, unfortunately, 
reproductions. We asked about local restaurants. She recom-
mended one we’d also seen in the red guide—the Auberge 
de Le Cabaretou, in Le Cabaretou, up in the mountains. We 
said we’d be back & took off for lunch. The drive up into the 
Espinouse Mountains took a long time—winding around 
hairpin turns, up & up! As we drove, we decided that after 
lunch we’d just continue on, & look for some real statue 
menhirs.

Fog, or clouds I guess, closed in as we drove up the moun-
tains, & soon we were in blind, total white. We couldn’t see 
more than a few yards up the road. The auberge appeared by 
the roadside—we found it a cozy refuge from the chill. We sat 
in plush chairs at a little round table with a thick tablecloth. 
Windows that reached down to the floor gave us a nice view 
of the cloud-fog swirling by flowers in boxes. Very snug, with 

the scents from the kitchen all warm & delicious!
A fixed menu of terroir had a few choices—Bucky asked 

whether, if we both took that, the chef would choose for 
us. That pleased our hostess, but she would not let the chef 
choose just anything. It was important that we not be served 
a type of meat that we would not enjoy. We had to discuss the 
types of dishes we might like, such as fish or game. At first we 
didn’t understand “gibier,” but then a light dawned! I can’t 
now remember the conversation exactly, but “gibier” was wild 
game, as in the sign at the elusive dolmen. Yes, we’d love to 
eat game. So, when our main plates arrived, we had medal-
lions of breast of duck, with a lovely crispy skin. While we 
were luxuriating over our several hour lunch, a group came in 
with two dogs. When I went downstairs to find the lavatory, a 
small brown bearded dog (Mocha) gave me the evil eye from 
his cushioned chair—he had no English & was not interested 
in tourists. The French are so civilized.

And then the cheese course. Our hostess adored her Chariot 
du Fromage—her name for it! This was by far the most elabo-
rate we had seen, with at least two dozen cheeses. When we 
had discussed their nature—dolce, forte or plus forte—and 
made our choices, she told us the order in which to eat them. 
Bucky thought the idea was to begin with sweet, & work your 
way up to very strong. One should eat them each by each, not 
mixing! Goodness!

Bucky asked for wine, for a recommendation. He’s falling 
in love with this routine of being educated. Of course with 
so many new foods, cheeses, wines & drinks & so many tradi-
tions of how to enjoy them, we don’t know how to choose. 
And everyone seems very pleased to help with choices and 
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instructions.
Our hostess told us that many people continue with the 

same wine from meat to cheese, but that it was better to have 
a new white wine with cheese. She brought us a half bottle of 
lovely, semi sweet local white wine, made she assured us by a 
family that had been vintners for generations. Bucky wonders 
if they are friends. It was delicious, perfect with our cheese, 
and nothing we would have chosen.

But then, dessert. Bucky was in heaven. He chose chocolate 
soup, and it seems his life is now complete—a bowl of warm 
rich chocolate sauce, or soup, with a little scoop of vanilla 
ice cream melting in it, garnished with two small sticks of 
sweet, flaky pastry. While I was downstairs settling our bill, 
he told our waitress (not our hostess) that he had always tried 
to make soup from his ice cream—that his mother would not 
allow it—(the waitress said, “Oui, mangé vite”) and that now 
he had finally had what he had always wanted.

As we were leaving, I asked what the cheese was that I had 
liked so much. I thought something like “contay.” The hostess 
told us “comté,” which at first we didn’t hear any differently. 
But when Bucky repeated “contay,” she corrected him, and 
he said, “Oh, cum le Comté de Toulouse.” Now she was all 
smiles, & we marveled at the, to us subtle, but to her glaring, 
difference in pronunciation. I was stuffed full and very sleepy. 
All I wanted to do was take a little car nap, but Bucky must 
press on. His oohing and ahhing kept me from sleeping well, 
but I did drop off for a few minutes while he stopped to take 
pictures. We were driving through what he described as a 
cloud forest, all mossy and luminously green.*

Then we tried to find some real statue menhirs “in situ,” 

* I think we were in the Parc naturel régional du Haut-Languedoc.

beginning in Fraisse sur Agout, where the white guide told us 
there was one carved with a serpent and egg. Well, we found 
some menhirs, but the folks who said they were carved had 
been having too much pastis!

There was a nice tourist office in Fraisse, on a lovely little 
square with f lowers all around. But the giggly girl and her 
friends staffing the office had no idea what we were looking 
for. They did give us a photocopied, hand drawn map that 
supposedly led to some local stones. Bucky agonized over 
finding the first, driving up and back the road, & finally we 
decided that it was the stone by which we had stopped for a 
pipi rustique. There were no signs of any carving on it, just 
a tomb stone shaped rock upright by the road. Another we 
found with the help of a local, who corrected Bucky’s “main-
HEER” to “menEER.” So much to learn. It was a wild sight, 
the menhir at the end of a farm lane, with another newer, 
cross-topped monument opposite. But none of the carving 
shown in the drawings on the local map was evident to us. 

The funniest find was back in town. We had more or less 
given up on trying to follow the local map. It was just too 
poorly done to be of much use, & the day was waning. Bucky 
thought we’d try once more to find the menhir in town, & a 
rest room. He once again took the white guide into the office, 
where a new lady was now at the desk. She knew nothing 
of a local menhir, but walked out with Bucky to point him 
to the rest room & the town office, where she said someone 
might know of the menhir. I was sitting in the car, waiting for 
Bucky, & when he came back he was laughing.

“OK, look,” he said. He led me across the little square, & said 
that when the lady had led him out to point the way, he saw 
the menhir! It was right there, behind a little bit of flowers, 
nestled against a stone wall. “I pointed it out to her, and she 
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said, ‘Oui, une menhir,’ like of course, that’s one,” he said. At 
last, the infamous serpent & egg menhir, right there in the 
center of town! We looked it over—perhaps there was a bit 
of roughness near the top that might have been carved, but 
if there was a “serpent and egg” it was imaginary at best. Oh 
brother.

Fraisse was a pretty town, though. We walked back a bit 
to find the rest room and found it & a colorful f lower- and 
garden-lined lane leading along the little river. Very pretty 
pictures, I think. I had not been feeling well all day—a bit out 
of sorts with too much fun. Bucky agreed to a comfort food 
supper at home. Now, we are finished supper, I’m caught up 
in the trip diary, rested & feeling better, and we’ve got a big 
day planned for tomorrow!







Exploring near Fraisse sur Agout.
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Day 13: Wednesday, October 2, 2002—Rennes le Chateau, Peyrepertuse, Collioure

A wonderful day! We drove first to Rennes le Chateau, 
then to Peyrepertuse and then to Collioure for supper at La 
Marinade (not that simple—more to follow!) In the restau-
rant, who sat down next to us but the redheaded lady and her 
husband who had been in La Palangrotte in Sete!

On the way to Rennes le Chateau, we passed through 
Limoux. Bucky remembered from his research that Limoux 
was famous for a kind of wine that’s like champagne but less 
expensive: Blanquette de Limoux. But the memorable thing 
wasn’t the wine, it was the cookies. They are a local specialty, 
called pebradous & are flavored with black pepper! He knows 
I like peppery things. So on our way through, we must have a 
rest stop at a Supermarche to shop for wine and cookies.

Bucky found the wine, but could not find pebradous. The 
one attendant we asked looked at him as if he had two heads. 
Nothing daunted, we stopped at a little bakery & immediately 
upon asking, the shop keeper handed him a bag of pebradous, 
which were actually fairly prominently displayed on the 
counter. They turn out to be little circles, kind of like a cross 
between doughnuts and pretzels. We’re not sure that they 
are the genuine artisanal article—the packaging looks a bit 
touristy, but I’m sure they’ll be wonderful.

Rennes le Chateau is a weird place—run down, seemed 
deserted, creepy. As Bucky points out, it doesn’t help to 
have wax figures of Bernard de Saunieres & his housekeeper 
on display in the kitchen. We had to go there, because it’s 
all tied in with the Holy Blood, Holy Grail books, and the 
Templars & Rosslyn Chapel in Scotland & the last part of the trip 
we never got to take Yo on. The church & grounds & Magdalen 
Tower are shabby and tawdry. But of course we saw the pillar 

in which the scrolls were found & the devil font.
 A couple from San Francisco chatted with us—she has 

read much on this story & had read that one of the figures in 
the Stations of the Cross was supposed to be wearing a kilt. 
We all tried to find it—Bucky and I were looking for a link 
with Rosslyn Chapel!—but no luck, despite careful examina-
tion. Another red herring. The site is lonely & high & the day 
was cloudy. The high point of that visit was Rennes le Chat, 
the friendly cat in the garden. Then of course when we saw 
other cats, they were quickly designated Rennes le Chat 
Deux & Trois.

From R. le C. on to the ruined fortress of Peyrepertuse, a 
popular tourist destination, the only site in the southwest 
designated “worth a journey” in the green guide. To reach 
Peyr., we passed another famous ruin, the Chateau Queribus. 
We stopped only for a look from the road. It is, as the white 
guide says, picture postcard perfect. As we wound up the 
mountain side to Peyrepertuse, we passed a tour bus unload-
ing people at a lay-by. Bucky wondered if this was the parking 
lot. It seemed a long way still to go, so we drove on through 
the knots of bus riders straggling up the road. Indeed the real 
lot was much higher up, around several more hairpin turns. 
Those poor folks had a long walk, and that was just to reach 
the ticket window at the beginning of the walk to the chateau. 
Yow! It was fairly rugged and precipitous—there are warnings 
in the white guide that on windy days it can be dangerous.

But it’s quite a remarkable place, spread out along the spine 
of a high mountain. Once in the ruin, it’s possible to see in 
all directions. On a clear day you could probably see for a 
hundred miles. I took a lot of photos! Many people brought 
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their dogs with them, as they do everywhere. The scent of 
herbs is everywhere, too. We had a cloudy day, & when we 
were up on the topmost part of the ruin, we could see clouds 
sweeping against & then up over the mountain. The view of 
the ruin spread out below us was obscured, then revealed by 
the billowing cloud fog. Very dramatic.

Not to make too short a day of it, we drove down to the 
coast on the way home. We stopped just short of the Spanish 
border, stopping in Banyul sur Mer, where I had the obliga-
tory finger dabble in the water. And I think, although we’ve 
been here what seems a long time, that this is the first we’ve 
been to the sea! We sat down in the Elms Hotel restaurant, La 
Littorine, but it was a bit pricey for us that evening & we left, 
deciding to head for some other guide recommendations for 
supper. We passed by several pretty little villages on the sea, 
and tried to find a place in Port Vendres. No luck, the direc-
tions were a bit vague. We pressed on to Collioure, & were 
glad we did.

The coast became even more dramatic as we drew near the 
Pyrenees. Now we were driving along the Cote Vermillion, 
which was reminding us of the Big Sur. As we approached 
C., it was getting dark & the lights of the town were beautiful 
against the dark water beyond. Banyuls had been a bit cheesy, 
a beach town like Ocean City. Port Vendres was a working 
town, with heaps of fish nets along the quay. Collioure was a 
beautiful old town, with a fort right on the water in the center 
of town, & boats tied to the quay around it. 

There was just one problem: we could NOT figure out how 
to drive to La Marinade, our white guide recommendation. 
No matter how we drove, we could not get to Place 18 Juin. We 
had no town map, & were at a loss. There were no signs, and 
an elderly lady we asked seemed to have no idea. We drove 

by the same church three or four times, looking & asking. We 
found a town map posted at a parking lot, & thought we had 
a good idea of where to go, but we still could not get there. It 
finally dawned on us that we were being blocked from driv-
ing into the Vieux Quartier—reserved for pedestrians. So we 
parked and managed to find our way on foot, & it turned out 
to be only a few blocks from where we had been round and 
round all along. We think this is an example of why so many 
folks choose to vacation on tours!

La Marinade was a popular place, with lots of people eating 
out on the square. It was a pub food type of menu, 70€ for 
both of us. That was for two aperitifs, two salads, bottle of 
wine, two plates, a digestif & a café melange.

Bucky had a plate of anchovies—the town is famous for 
them. Too oily looking for me to appreciate—he said delicious.

We were midway through our supper when who sat down 
next to us but a couple who had been in the restaurant 
Palangrotte in Sete the same evening Elizabeth & we were 
there! The woman was unmistakable on account of her bright 
fuschia colored hair, quite wild. So of course we struck up 
a conversation, partly in Bucky’s high school French, partly 
their high school English. They are from Alsace, & on their 
motorcycles on holiday, staying in Collioure. They go back to 
work Monday. I took down their names and address, to add 
to my postcard & Christmas card list.

And we were home by one a.m.!



Olargues, on the way to Rennes le Chateau.











Rennes le Chateau.



























At the view of Chateau Queribus. 







Peyrepertuse.
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Day 14: Thursday, October 3, 2002— Chateau d’Aumelas, Cirque du Moureze, Les Muscardins

A late start this morning but it didn’t ruin our day. Perhaps 
we’re beginning to flag a bit?

Our first activity was a bit frustrating—searching for the 
dolmen Gallardet near Le Pouget. This was one of the first 
sites for which we actually saw an official sign, but try as 
we might it remained a mystery. As we drove toward town, 
there was a road sign for the dolmen. That was promising. 
We drove slowly through le Pouget, with no other signs. We 
drove through town and out the other side. No signs. We 
drove on a bit. No signs. We went back into town, looked 
around. No signs.

We drove back out of town, & back to the original sign. 
Sure enough, official highway type sign, “dolmen” pointing 
back the way we had come. Back into town, this time to what 
seemed to be town hall, a newer building facing the old marie 
that was now a school. Bucky took the white guide in to ask 
directions. He was serious, the dolmen Gallardet was both 
a Bruno and a white guide recommendation. And although 
Bruno’s directions said, as best we could understand, that 
everyone knew where it was, & just to ask, Bruno & the white 
guide failed us.

Bucky got another hand drawn map (we should have 
known) and the instructions to go back to Place de la Fontaine 
to begin following the roads marked, with assurances that 
there were “indiquées” along the way. While he was inside, he 
apologized to a lady who was waiting for service, for taking 
her time. She told him that she was glad we were visiting her 
town! That was nice, but following the directions was not.

We saw no signs, could not make out what the map was 
indicating. We were slowly easing out of town when suddenly 

we noticed two tiny little signs pointing up a narrow lane: 
“Dolmen.” Ah hah!

We followed them, found another—were driving along a 
tiny lane that soon became a dirt road. We drove along it, and 
saw another tiny sign painted on a stone pillar. It marked a 
track, hardly a road. We drove out of town on it, and came 
to a dead end. Bucky parked and we noticed green blazes on 
some rocks by a path. We followed these on foot, winding 
about through scrubby woods. The light was beautiful & the 
woods full of herbs. After many twists and turns, we came out 
into a farm field. We thought then that we must be following 
a hiking trail that had nothing to do with the dolmen.

Now we were both stubborn. We went back to the town hall, 
but it was closed! We asked some men who were conversing 
outside, they said to ask Mr. Gordet, who knew everything 
about town. Mr. Gordet was supervising some street repair. 
He didn’t know about the dolmen. When we showed him 
the map, he perked up. This he knew. Yes, we had been on 
the right track. Just go out to the Campotel, and follow “les 
indiquées.” We did find the Campotel, without luck. No 
signs in sight. I managed to persuade Bucky that it was a lost 
cause & that I wanted to go on. That wasn’t easy, but he finally 
agreed. Or seemed to, for as we left lovely Pouget, he remem-
bered that there was a working farm museum nearby, & that 
the map showed it to be right by the dolmen. As a last ditch 
effort, he drove us to it, & we knocked & rang at the gate, but 
no one appeared. It was terribly frustrating to have spent so 
much time, a couple of hours at least, with no results. But 
Bucky really did capitulate, and we had much better luck with 
our next stop—Chateau d’Aumelas.
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According to the Cadogan, the castle was built sometime 
before 1036 by the lords of Montpellier. We drove a lovely 
deserted country road through a “rotten borough,” almost 
uninhabited, although still an official commune. We found 
the castle, & could see it perched above us. We had to back-
track a bit to find the stony dirt road that we drove slowly to 
the top of the mountain. The view was incredible, of course! A 
couple of times we drove the car across the garrigue, avoiding 
bad places in the track, & the smell of the herbs crunching 
under our tires was overwhelming. After we had been there a 
while, another couple came walking to the site.

This site was appealing because so few people visit it—we 
had it all to ourselves most of the time we were there—and 
because the chapel is mostly intact. We took many pictures 
of the ruins & the views & then drove back along the track a 
bit for car lunch on the garrigue. A couple of hunters in a 
battered old jeepster stopped and asked if we had seen their 
two lost dogs. Shades of Antoine Riviere!

I drove back down the track & on to the Cirque du Moureze. 
This was my first foray into French driving & it went fine. The 
cirque—good lord! Moureze is right next to us & I didn’t 
even realize these gigantic, fantastic rocks were there! Bucky 
says a cirque, of which there are apparently a dozen or more 
throughout the mountains of the midi, is where a river has 
made a kind of oxbow—a big loop. Hence “cirque” for “circle.” 
Some of them are really almost huge holes, but a mile across. 
Ours at Moureze is not so big, but the limestone has eroded 
into fantastic pillars that rise right behind the town, another 
lovely ancient place. The day was getting on, so we had time 
for a few pictures & a bit of looking, but not much explora-
tion. During our travels we had been trying to call places 
for supper, but phones were out of order, or places didn’t 

answer. In Moureze we finally struck gold—an answer at Les 
Muscardins in St. Martin de Londres! This is fast becoming 
our favorite town. Les Muscardins gets two forks from the 
red guide, a bit pricey, but the white guide raves about it, so 
we felt we were in luck.

A quick jaunt home to get cleaned up for supper, & off to 
St. M. de L. As often happens, we were running a bit late 
so Bucky got into a cross country race outside of Gignac. 
We & two other cars were barreling north in the fading light, 
and the one behind us was chafing to pass on the tiny country 
road. He eventually did, the one in front turned off, & Bucky 
drove like the wind to St. M. We had stopped to look in 
the window at Les Muscardins on an earlier pass through 
town, & remembered just where it was. I went in to take our 
table while Bucky parked. We needn’t have worried. There 
was one other couple in a dining room that could have seated 
dozens of people in comfort. We made the second, & no one 
else showed up all night!

Les M. is what Gabriel was trying—and mostly failing—to 
do in Frederick. Nine or ten large tables had cone shaded 
lamps whose wires ran right across the table & dangled 
down—a bundle of wire on the floor. The art on the walls was 
a bit over Gabriel’s caliber, but not much!

The big round tables were covered with heavy white dam-
ask, & we used twenty utensils apiece! Our server placed each 
new fork tines down. It was an oddball and very enjoyable mix 
of luxurious & shabby, very comfortable & the perfect place to 
enjoy the meal we had. After a bit of discussion, we both 
decided to plunge into the 64 € Menu Grand Gourmand, & to 
have our server choose wines by the glass for each course. We 
totaled 192 € and left a 20 € tip, which was for the French an 
extravagant tip, but one we felt was fully justified.
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Now we try to recall the menu. Take a deep breath! For each 
course, we both had the same thing. Bucky asked if we could 
have some variations, but our server explained that there 
were sauces & preparations (of some kind) that prevented any 
variations.

(White rolls throughout.)
Aperitif: Loie, Kir champagne—Bucky, a vintage Maury. 

For the table: 2 each of tiny bow tie shaped croissants, tiny 
brown bread muffins, mussels, rounds of toast with a mousse 
of anchovy and lobster.

First entrée: Three of the thinnest slices of raw beef ever 
cut, in a little bit of olive oil. No wine.

Second entrée: Sautée of fois gras, so light it melted in the 
mouth—little bundle of greens with oil, wrapped in a crisp 
like an egg roll, standing upright to make a bouquet—fruit. 
Sweet white wine.

Third entrée: Lobster tail in dark reduction sauce—breaded 
claws, one lemon, the other lime. Chardonnay of a local 
domaine. (Here we received an important bit of education. 
Part of the name of the wine was “of the garrigue,” & when 
our server showed Bucky the label, Bucky read the name 
aloud. Mais non, pas GARE-eh-gue, say gare-EE-gyuh. Now 
Bucky and the server were becoming fast friends. Our server 
explained to us that when a final syllable begins with a “g” 
and is followed by a “u,” it is pronounced with this kind of 
choking sound: “gyuh.” If the final “g” is followed by any 
other letter, it is slurred, as in “garr-ah-zhuh.” All this in 
French, of course, with Bucky happily nodding & getting, I 
think, one out of three words, but enough to repeat a few 
crucial phrases. Now we know how to pronounce garrigue. 
Goodness, after all this time!)

Fish course: Fish with skin on. This course was var-

ied, & that was another good reason to tip well. My fish had 
a buttery sauce & was garnished with a scallion or spring 
onion—Bucky’s was lemony. So we did, after all, have a bit of 
variation in our menus. Continue with chardonnay.

Pear wine sorbet.
Meat course: Pigeon. Medallions of breast, leg with skin 

peeled down & stuffed with pine nuts—green vegetables. Pic 
St. Loup Lascaux.

Cheese course: Here we also varied. I can’t possibly remem-
ber all we had from this very nice chariot of cheese, but there 
were at least two semisweet—a roquefort, sliced with its own 
wire slicer—Bucky had a very fragrant Pellardon (goat’s 
milk) & the highlight was the tete du moin.

Time for our education to continue. The tete du moin 
was a circular upright cheese, a squat pillar about six inches 
wide. The very outside was a thin dark rind around a creamy 
interior. A metal post rose out of the center, & on the post, 
above the top of the cheese, was a metal blade, fixed like a flag. 
Our server rotated the blade, and its bottom scraped a thin 
shaving of the top of the cheese. The shaving curled in a kind 
of cone with a very fluted outer edge. Beautiful. Bucky asked 
what it was, and our server told us “tete du moin.”

We knew tete, “head,” but du moin? Whose head? He tried 
to explain, “A man who lives in a church, [something we didn’t 
understand…]” Bucky remembered our tour of the Priory of 
Grandmont, the monks who were buried without coffins—a 
“moin” is a monk—& at the same moment, Bucky & our server 
looked at each other, & both said “avec le tonsure.” The outer 
rind of the cheese is the “hair,” and the creamy interior is the 
bald pate! Only in France: a cheese that is called “the head of 
a monk.” Now of course Bucky and our server are buddies for 
life.
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First dessert: Chocolate cookie over warm orange mar-
malade—green tea sorbet—cooked chopped apples with 
crystallized ginger. Bucky identifies the ginger, we have to ask 
about the sorbet. I can’t remember the wine!

Second dessert: Chocolate mousse stick with creme 
anglais—saffron ice cream. Sweet red wine, local, of course.

Coffee for me and digestif for Bucky.
I made no attempt to record the wines. The meal just wasn’t 

the type of experience to interrupt with that. We’ll never find 
any of them at home anyway. We were walked to the door 
by our server, whom Bucky is now calling “notre professeur.” 
We had a little chat, he told us he was going to America to 
Johnson & Wales College for two weeks. Of course Bucky 
knows J&W—a school of professional hospitality—because 
it’s in Rhode Island, where Bucky went to college. Oh brother!

We are desperately hoping that our professor of French 
cuisine is going to be a guest teacher, & not a student. To think 
of this wonderful restaurant being Americanized is a horror 
beyond contemplation. A pleasant drive home through the 
dark French countryside. I napped most of the way, Bucky 
navigated himself.



Chateau d’Aumelas.
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Day 15: Friday, October 4, 2002—Coastal drive

Oh brother! What a day! Since we didn’t buy a local craft 
at the store in Gordes, Bucky has been offering to spend the 
morning shopping in Montpellier. He’s even been research-
ing the phone books, looking for someplace that sells linens 
and kitchen supplies. But I was just not in the mood. I missed 
the opportunity—there is too much else to do. That’s that. We 
are dispensing with a ritual. In order to squeeze the last out 
of the midi, we decided to drive along the coast.

The last couple of days had been a bit hazy, & today was 
even more so. We recognized the smell of wood smoke—the 
haze is smoke from all the vintners burning vine trimmings. 
The scent was wonderful & unmistakable.

Our drive began at Palavas, a very resorty town just south 
of Montpellier. We had a foot dabble there, then went south 
right along the water to an odd place that the white guide 
describes as a cathedral without a town. Indeed, at the bitter 
end of a barrier beach is a small island with the Cathedral de 
Maguelone. It was empty & abandoned for ages, but is now 
slowly being restored. We stopped on the way back to Palavas 
to take pictures, & found the stones beach. We collected many 
beautiful smooth stones to bring back as souvenirs. Coming 
out of Palavas, we passed a huge landfill on our right, covered 
with flocks of thousands of dump gulls. But Bucky also had 
his eyes peeled for something he knew from the white guide 
that we should see somewhere around there, & he pointed to 
the left, near the inner coast of the back bay. Flamingoes! Oh 
brother, flocks of them! Only a bit pink—we assume they’re 
not eating enough pink shrimp here in France, but there they 
were. As we crossed over onto the shore, we could hear them 
calling.

We got lost with Bucky trying to find the most coastal road 
through Villeneuve-les-Maguelone, driving the little roads 
right along the water. He did discover an interesting view 
of the cathedral, just across the water but reachable only by 
ferry. I persuaded him to drive back inland to find a larger, 
easier route south for a bit. We passed an ostrich farm! What 
they do with these ungainly birds is a mystery—we hadn’t 
seen ostrich on any menus. Very soon after that, we trav-
eled through Luray Caverns Country: a series of signs read 

“Muscat du pays 200 metres…150 metres…100 metres.”
The road led to Frontignan and Frontignan-Plage, where 

we stopped along the road for flamingo pictures. We drove 
through Sete, feeling at home, and south along the water to 
Marseillan-Plage. The white guide said that this stretch had 
nice beaches, but to us—spoiled as we are by the Outer Banks 
of North Carolina & many others—these beaches looked 
dirty & narrow. The fairly large road was running right in 
back of them, & railroad tracks were on the bay side. Hardly a 
tranquil beach.

But we were driving along the Bassin de Thau, a big bay 
enclosed by barrier beaches & home of much of the wonderful 
seafood we’d been eating, & anticipation was running high. 
Next was Agde, which the white guide said would be an inter-
esting town for a stop. As always, navigating in town was a 
challenge, but we found a nice parking lot not far from town 
center & took a stroll. This is the mouth of the Herault, “our” 
river, & we enjoyed the odd and forbidding basalt Cathedrale 
St-Etienne overlooking the river & the beginning of the Canal 
du Midi.

The shopping streets were bustling, & we stopped in a little 
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bakery to buy some supplies for car breakfast in the morn-
ing. We almost never made it out of the bakery. The lady in 
charge of the shop asked if we were Americans, & when we 
said yes, she had to tell us at great length about her niece (I 
think it was) who house sat for a neighbor who often traveled 
in America. She also explained each of the items we pointed 
to—one of them was “king’s bread,” a Christmas specialty. 
Bucky wondered if the king was the baby Jesus or perhaps the 
magi, but she said something about a Louis, so we never were 
sure. Was it a favorite treat of a king?

Then a conversation was struck up with an older lady who 
was in the shop, & then, in through the beaded curtain in the 
door came the cat. So of course I had to take pictures, and the 
shopkeeper agonized over getting the cat to pose correctly. 
Herding cats is never an easy chore! We finally made it out, 
with both ladies waving good bye & calling bon voyage.

From Agde we headed north around the south end of the 
Basin, making for Meze and Bouzigues of oyster fame. But 
with this & that, we were just at the wrong times. Too late for 
lunch & too early for supper. I did get a few pictures of the 
giant oyster sign, & some that I’m hoping will turn out from 
the pier in front of the Blue Coast Restaurant that wasn’t open 
yet. The view over the Bassin, with the hill of Sete against 
the horizon, the deep blue water of the Bassin reflecting the 
pilings of the oyster farms was just perfect. Well worth the 
drive & a fitting end to our trip to the south of France. 

Bucky took his lack of oysters philosophically & I decided 
that I must be in charge of scheduling lunch breaks while in 
France. He never wants to stop! We did sit in a little water-
front cafe for a drink, and debated staying on in Bouzigues 
for supper. But in the end we decided to come home for a 
refrigerator supper, a relax and then packing. After all, we 

had our Blanquette de Limoux & pepper cookies, loads of 
olives & cheese & bread. And sausage, salad, a bottle of Cote 
du Roussillion, tomato on toast & a pleasant evening at home.



Our street in Peret. Our door is the last on the right: 
with a white stone frame.











Palavas.



Cathedral de Maguelone.





















Stones beach.





Frontignan-Plage. Flamingoes!







Agde.











Bouziques, on the Bassin (or Étang) de Thau.
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Day 16: Saturday, October 5, 2002—Transfer to Paris

Another “Oh, brother” start to the day! Of course we were 
all packed, but still got up quite early—well before six. Bucky 
thought the blue suitcase was too heavy, so we used the Kinley 
system. I got out the collapsible black bag to pull some things 
out to lighten the blue bag. We got away by 6:30 a.m, our 
target departure time. It was still dark—the moon was up & a 
lovely sight over the dark hills. A brilliant sliver of a crescent 
at the bottom, & pale earthshine rim all around. As the sky 
began to lighten, the moon became opalescent—gorgeous.

We arrived at the airport in such good time that the check 
in gates weren’t open. We lounged around, & by the time 
Bucky had turned in the car (3,315 km, 1,989 miles on the trip 
meter) we were able to check in. We were seated in the little 
cafe by 8:15, waiting for a 9:20 boarding. Yow!

At 9, we decided to go into the waiting area, & were we glad 
we did. Security would not let us carry Bucky’s tripod on 
the plane. He has a lighter weight traveling tripod, & carries 
it strapped to his camera bag. We use the camera bag as 
one of our carry-ons, stuffing it to bursting with both our 
cameras & film, binoculars, guide books & other valuable 
necessities we don’t trust to the airlines. He carried the tripod 
on in Dulles, & again in Paris. But in Montpellier, some 
supervisor decided it was against regulations. 

Now there was consternation. The security folks were 
sympathetic, we think even the supervisor felt he was being 
foolish, but could not take a chance on letting it slide. But we 
had no way to pack it! Our bags were gone, into the bowels of 
the airport. It couldn’t just go on the plane as baggage—we 
were sure it would be smashed. Bucky’s heavier tripod was 
broken one time when we had packed it in a suitcase. We had 

visions of shards of plastic and splinters of metal arriving in 
Paris.

We argued & pleaded. They called someone from Air France 
who walked us out to the check in & we watched them wrap 
it in a plastic bag. We protested, & they very nicely found 
a second-hand cardboard box, out of which a third of the 
tripod protruded. No good. A third box was procured, & now 
only a few inches of the tripod stuck out. This would have to 
do. Bucky was oddly quiescent, resigned, it seemed, to his 
fate. Ironically, they had let us through security with a big 
glass bottle full of Bucky’s morning juice, in my carry-on. A 
broken bottle would make a much better weapon than the 
tripod, but then, we were never sure just what was objection-
able about the tripod.

Now we are preparing to take off for Paris!
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Paris

A miracle! Bucky’s tripod came through safely. What a 
pleasant surprise. We messed around a bit deciding how to 
get to Rue Buffon from the airport. We found the train sta-
tion at the airport—Bucky was trapped on the track level for a 
while with our cart of luggage, as the elevator was constantly 
full—but in the end decided on a taxi. The taxi was 50€, what 
with traffic detours, bag handling fee & tip. Yow! Rather more 
expensive than a train, but we didn’t know exactly how far we 
might have to trundle all those big bags around the streets of 
Paris. Our old taxi driver was fun, though.

He kept up a conversation in French & Bucky did his 
best to hold up our end. Bucky did make out that he was 
recommending two excursions in Paris: supper on a “bateau 
mouche,” a kind of tour boat on the Seine, & a trip up the 
Eiffel tower. He says the Tower takes one hour, gives the best 
view of the city, & it’s over, finis. You’re done, you’ve had your 
view. He did it last year for the 1st time, at the age of 70. We 
take it he’s not an enthusiastic tourist. Nor a native Parisian. 
The best thing was his computerized GPS showing him the 
route.

As our driver unloaded our bags from his taxi, we realized 
we were missing one bag—we had left the expandable extra 
bag at the airport! I guess we were so happy to see the tripod 
we just forgot all about the extra bag. Damnation!

Marie Francoise turned out to be charming & full of per-
sonality. Her granddaughter Lucille (Lucy) & Lucy’s father 
Mark were there when we arrived. Lucy is seven, & helps 
Marie tend to her guests. Marie is vivacious & talkative—try-
ing to make a new life after divorce. She lived in Africa most 
of her married life and her apartment is full of art and crafts. 

She is a student of art & history, & very much enjoys good 
conversation.

She helped us call the airport. They assured us our bag 
would be held for five days, before being sent to the giant 
warehouse for unclaimed bags—five days was just as much 
time as we would be in Paris. We probably have to go to the 
airport to pick it up. To help settle down from our baggage 
travails we enjoyed a drink of white wine & Kir, while Lucy 
used the curtain that can close off the small sitting area as a 
stage for a presentation of a tableaux vivant as a Moroccan 
princess. Lucy has been to Africa with her grandmother.

Then we took a walk around our neighborhood. Well, maybe 
a bit out of what a Parisian would call our neighborhood! 
We walked through the Jardin des Plantes—right across our 
street—across the river to Ile de la Cité, passing Notre Dame 
with its Place des Trinkets—back across the river, along the 
riverbank & under the newly cleaned Pont Neuf (the oldest 
still standing in Paris, with its first stone laid by Henri III in 
1578—named & inaugurated by Henry IV in 1607, & decorated 
by rows of fantastic high relief grotesque masks)—by some 
houseboats tied up two and three deep—into the St. Germain 
des Prés district, seeing the Monnaie, the old mint—the Tour 
d’Argent restaurant—the Place Odeon & the Relais Odeon 
where we stopped for a bit of streetside refreshment—the 
Odeon theater itself—over to St. Sulpice, with the Delacroix 
chapel—by the Palais du Luxembourg—the Pantheon (Aux 
Grandes Hommes) & the Sorbonne, but all the gates are now 
closed for security—St. Etienne & a bit of Phillipe Augustus’ 
medieval city wall. What a tour!

We ended up at the brasserie Moisonnier for supper. We 
were there in good time, a bit before they opened, & got a table 
downstairs. We think perhaps the upstairs is nicer, less bustle, 
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but we enjoyed being in the thick of things. The hostess was 
also the server, and was certainly on the run, up and down 
stairs, in and out of the kitchen. She sliced bread for the tables 
at a little counter right next to us.

We had a hearty brasserie meal: Les Saladier Lyonnaise for 
me, & escargots for Bucky to start. The “salad” turned out to 
be a chariot of heaviness, 8 or 10 bowls of meats, vegetables, 
fish & tripe, all sauced, from which I helped myself for as long 
as I liked. Bucky’s snails were delicious, basily & buttery.

I had fish with sauce, mushrooms & potatoes for my plate—
Bucky had blood sausage. Yow! We had carafs of house 
wine & were much too full for dessert. While we ate our 
plates, an American father & son sat next to us & had the Salad 
Lyonnaise. A stroll through the night streets back to our 
apartment & the long day is done.
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Day 17: Sunday, October 6, 2002—Bofinger’s, Notre Dame, the Marais

Marie forgot to make us our Sunday lunch reservation. 
We have been wanting to have a nice traditional family style 
elaborate Sunday lunch all vacation. But we’ve always been 
too late in making a reservation. This was our big chance! 
Marie made several phone calls without success. While we 
fiddled around, Bucky & Mark stepped out on the balcony to 
have a smoke. Mark told Bucky his voice was too low to ever 
get the right French intonation. Quel dommage! Marie wor-
ries that when her second grandbaby arrives, Lucy will feel 
neglected. We seem to have become family already.

Our day’s excursion was to be a walking tour of the Marais 
district across the river. Since I now have the responsibility of 
planning meals, we looked over the red guide and picked two 
places near the Place Bastille, which was near the beginning 
of our tour. Our main objective was Bofinger’s, on the Rue 
Bastille. We found Place Bastille easily enough, & enjoyed 
the sight of its grand monument. And we had walked along 
the Boulevard Bastille to get there. But we could not see 
Bofinger’s. Then it hit me that there must—although our 
map did not show it—be another, different RUE Bastille, in 
addition to the larger BOULEVARD Bastille, & that the Rue 
probably radiated off the Place. Sure enough, with a bit of 
looking in the crowded little neighborhood on the west of the 
Place, we found it! (Shades of Rue and Quai in Sete—we’re 
learning.) And, Bofinger’s & our other choice were right 
across the street from each other. As Bofinger’s looked larger, 
we thought we had a better chance of getting a table without a 
reservation, & we did—seated at 12:30, finished by…3:30!

It was a big place, with a crazy & cozy mixture of Art 
Nouveau & Art Deco decorations, & a huge stained glass 

(Tiffany?) skylight over the wide spiral staircase. It was very 
busy for lunch, packed with French families and American 
tourists. This was what we’d been looking for—family Sunday 
lunch. The people next to us ordered a huge plate of sauer-
kraut & sausages, which seemed odd for a French restaurant.

I ordered a Kir champagne aperitif—escargot—chateau-
briand with haricot vert, pommes frites & a delicious peeled 
cooked tomato—and creme brulé. That was fantastic, obvi-
ously the real thing—a big bowl of custard with the thinnest 
possible caramelized crust. Bucky had a fixed menu of oysters, 
duck, chocolate mousse cake & some of everything of mine. 
We had house wine. It was a wonderful experience, warm 
and scented, with conversation all around, children and 
parents, friends meeting. At one point, Bucky gave our waiter 
a moment’s apprehension. Bucky caught his eye, & when he 
hurried over, he began to apologize, our food would be here 
soon. It was taking a while, by American standards.

“Non, non, lentement,” said Bucky, meaning take your 
time. “Mais, un pot d’eau, s’il vous plait.” All we wanted was a 
carafe of water! Now our waiter was all smiles, reassured that 
we weren’t impatient Americans, just ones whose French was 
abominable.

By the time we finished, I was exhausted! I felt that I had 
to have a power nap, 4 hours would have done. It was raining 
as we left the restaurant, but although the rain was just a 
passing shower, the skies weren’t promising. A long tour of 
the Marais was out of the question, but Bucky was whipping 
kachina & wouldn’t give in. He agreed to take a detour to 
Notre Dame as consolation for missing the Marais. That 
would give me a chance to do some trinket shopping for staff 
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day, too, before my nap. After stopping in a shop to buy a 
bottle of water, & being shell shocked by 20 plus souvenir 
seeking Asian teenage girls while getting it, I revived enough 
to enjoy Notre Dame. An organ concert was in progress & at 
its conclusion people applauded loud and long. We agreed it 
had been pretty terrible. Bucky said, “E. Power Biggs that was 
not.” The towers were closed, but the interior was sufficient.

By the time we finished in Notre dame, the skies were clear 
as a bell & I was feeling much better. So we went to the Marais 
after all! This district is notable for its grand old architec-
ture & gardens. We noted that the relief of a “winemaker” on 
the corner of a building was really a knife grinder enjoying a 
glass of wine. A young man was shooing people out of a park 
whose gates he was closing. This was Bucky’s favorite place 
to see on this walk, because he liked the “bits and pieces” set 
into the wall at the back of the little park.

We went through the ancient village of St. Paul, with 
shops & little winding lanes and arcades, and met an overly 
friendly dog. Across from St. Paul is another bit of Phillipe 
A’s wall & just past that the Rue Pavé, Paris’ first paved (with 
cobblestones) street. We saw an art nouveau synagogue, 
Deane’s house, now a historical library & many other fine 
facades, palaces & gardens. Our tour ended at the Place des 
Vosges, a square enclosed by old arcades. That reminded us of 
Jackson Square in New Orleans.

We hiked back to our neighborhood for a light supper at 
L’Ecureuil, L’Oie est Le Canard, a restaurant recommended 
by Marie. Its name means The Squirrel, The Goose and The 
Duck. We saw a goose and squirrel painted on the window, 
and wondered aloud where the duck was. The young manager, 
sitting behind the bar, said that he was the duck! As we were 
being seated, Bucky noticed that each table had a label on the 

wall behind it. Ours was “advocates,” lawyers. He made a joke, 
saying. “We’re lawyers,” just meaning that was our label for 
the night. Our server thought he meant we really were law-
yers, & was laughing at the coincidence. We had to disabuse 
him, but he still got a kick out of it.

I had a salad of lettuce & tomato, Bucky had anchovies from 
Collioure! He loved them. After supper I ordered coffee, and 
discussed the possible kinds with our server. I told her “Je 
suis une café connoisseur.” Bucky & I laughed when he said, “I 
think you just told her that you’re a knowledgeable coffee.”

When we got home, I asked Marie Francoise about the 
sauerkraut dish. She told us all about chocroute—an Alsatian 
specialty that is only available in the fall. The kraut is very 
thin, cooked in wine. The brasseries are supposedly Alsatian 
restaurants—some kind of tradition in Paris.* I want some!

* Alsace is a region on the border of France with Germany. It has been alterna-
tively part of both nations as the vicissitudes of war and diplomacy have surged 
through the ages. Hence the sauerkraut and sausages.



Starting off, the Jardin des Plantes.







Place de Basstille. Boffinger can’t be far.





Off to Notre Dame.



















































Blue sky! The Marais district!
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We thought that we better go to the airport to pick up our 
delinquent bag. So this morning Bucky & Marie Francoise 
discussed methods of transportation & mapped out an itiner-
ary. We also invited Marie Francoise to supper, at a restaurant 
of her choosing, but with the proviso that we could get cho-
croute. She readily agreed & made a reservation. We were to 
be back by 7:30.

We began the day with a visit to the Eiffel Tower. We rode 
the metro, & were joking about French Kiss, & Kate who kept 
missing seeing the Tower. As we emerged from the metro, 
I immediately turned right and started to walk along the 
promenade in search of the Tower. Bucky took my arm, 
turned me right around, & pointed—at the Tower, but of 
course! Shades of my Father’s sense of direction. We walked 
around under the Tower & took some photos in black and 
white, which I had bought for fun. Bucky said b&w would 
actually be very nice for Paris. There were long lines to go up 
the Eiffel Tower—we agreed to skip that excursion. Our taxi 
driver would be disappointed.

From the Tower we metroed back to the Ile de la Cité, & went 
to find Saint Chapelle. Bucky is particularly interested in 
seeing stained glass here in Paris. He remembers it so fondly 
from his art history courses in college. The windows in 
Saint Sulpice were lovely—Notre Dame was better. But Saint 
Chapelle was astounding! Finding the way in was a bit tricky. 
Bucky had it on his map, & we got right to it, or so he thought. 
We could see its spire above the wall of the Palais Justice. But 
the walls of the Palais kept us from it. So we walked along, 
around a corner. We knew from the map we were on the back 
end of the chapel, so we continued all round the Palais, pass-

ing armed security wearing bullet proof vests, watching them 
search bags & briefcases. Surely the entrance must be on the 
other side of the block, at the front of the church.

Eventually we were back to our starting point, & flummoxed. 
Yes, there was a sign, pointing the way we had walked. So we 
tried again, & this time went slowly. Ah, French signage. Bucky 
said, “I thought we were supposed to go in through these big 
gates. I remember seeing pictures of them.” The huge gates, 
into a courtyard in the Palais, were firmly closed & guarded. 
But as we looked about, we noticed a sign on the side of a 
protruding wall, pointing back the way we had just come. Of 
course, if you were following the signs from the metro by the 
river, it wasn’t visible until you had passed it. And there, a few 
steps back along the wall, was an entrance through the Palais 
wall marked for Saint Chapelle. It was like going through an 
airport security gate, with scanners and all.

Once inside the courtyard, we were at the side of the 
chapel, and admired the bits & pieces on the ground along 
its wall, between the buttresses. Notre Dame had the same 
at its back. We went into the lower chapel, & Bucky found the 
way up while I got a few postcards. When we emerged from 
the winding stone staircase into the upper chapel, Bucky was 
smiling beatifically & I was awed. The entire chapel is tall, 
narrow stained glass windows in rich colors, with only thin 
columns between. The starry blue ceiling, brightly painted 
statues of saints on the columns, the golden the altar, the 
colored light all around were stunning. Bucky caught differ-
ent patches of color on his hand, “To take back with us.” But 
there was more.

Next we rode the metro to Saint Denis, a church in a 
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different part of Paris. It was up on the northern edge of the 
city, & the neighborhood looked and felt different. The people 
were Algerian, Moroccan & African. At least, that’s what we 
assume from the signs in the groceries & shops. They were 
facial types I’ve rarely seen. The district was a bit rundown, 
except for some sprucing up right around the cathedral.

Bucky was worried. He wasn’t sure we had come to the 
right place.

“This is Bishop Suger’s church,” he said. “It’s supposed to 
be the first gothic church. But it’s way too big.” We went in to 
explore. Bucky bought two guide books, & read a bit. Then he 
was satisfied.

“OK, this is it. It’s the choir that’s important. That’s the part 
that’s the first example, and all I remembered were the pic-
tures of it. I wasn’t remembering the whole big cathedral.“ No 
one really knows why Abbot Suger hired the architects he did, 
or why they designed the choir & its windows this way. But, it 
began the change from Romanesque to Gothic architecture. 
We paid a small fee to enter the choir area, & found that it was 
also the place of ancient tombs—the guidebook says “The 
world’s greatest assembly of funerary monuments…” Some 
date to the 500s! The choir & its windows were lovely, with 
columns that divide it into inner & outer circles. Bucky was 
happy he hadn’t led us astray, that he had finally, 25 years 
after being enchanted by pictures of it, seen the first Gothic 
cathedral—and, I think, especially happy to be able to share 
it with me.

I’m beginning to hear American speech from a different 
standpoint—it’s sounding odd to me, out of place of course, 
but also nasal & harsh compared to the lovely sounds of the 
French accent. 

As our last stop, we had to go to the airport. Bucky & Marie 

had worked it out so that we would catch the train from St. 
Denis. We knew the station was near, but couldn’t see any 
particular signs. We stopped in a very nice tourist office 
across the square from the church, & were told, yes, we could 
ride the metro back to the train station, but that it was only 
a short walk. We took a map from the helpful clerk & walked 
away from the church, along a main shopping street. This 
was rather exotic, with the ethnic stores & their patrons all 
around. It was only a few minutes walk, and we found the 
train station with no trouble. So, on to the airport: a rather 
dull ride through industrial and suburban scenery. 

Once at the airport, which is gigantic, we decided to use 
our phone card to call the baggage office at Air France, both 
for information & to verify their location in the complex. They 
told Bucky we should go to the gate at which we had arrived, 
and if that was no help to go on to Hall C & the baggage office 
there. Well, of course we had no idea which gate we had come 
in when we landed a few days ago. There are hundreds of 
them! So we decided to just play dumb & go to the office.

The man at the counter wrote us a pass, & told us to go 
through a door a bit further down, on the left. After some 
mucking about & asking for help, we determined that we were 
indeed being told to go through a door prominently marked 
“Interdit.”

“Yes, OK, it’s unlocked.” On the other side were French cus-
toms & security checks, all unmanned, then, the Air France 
baggage claim! And Security kicked up a fuss over a tripod in 
Montpellier!

Five women were in the office, & we were the only cus-
tomers. The first lady we talked to checked her computer 
and decisively pronounced that there was no record of our 
bag—file not found. Huh? Well, they said, it means they don’t 
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have the bag, perhaps someone else picked it up & took it 
away. With no record, there was no way to find it, it was gone. 
See, here is your number on your claim ticket, & this number 
isn’t on record. Lost, stolen, gone. We were in agony. Bucky’s 
beloved ancient feather pillow was in that bag!

Meanwhile, another lady was typing away & then she 
said, “C’est ici. Le nom Maminski.” She had simply typed in 
my name, & found our bag! Well, then there was a flurry of 
looking at screens & typing & discussion, and it was quickly 
discovered that the claim number had been entered incor-
rectly. So of course the bag couldn’t be found by number. Oh, 
the apologies & congratulations that ensued. Now everyone 
was beaming, not least ourselves. If we had waited, & our bag 
had gone to the giant lost luggage warehouse with a wrong 
number in the computer, we would probably have lost it for 
good.

We waited there in the office for our bag to be brought out, 
still the only customers, & our first lady told us about a trip to 
America. Everyone we meet seems to have a story about a trip 
to America, even if it’s only a niece’s friend’s teacher who has 
been. I suppose we’d be the same if we met someone here at 
home from one of the places we’ve traveled.

By now we were such good friends with the lost baggage 
clerks that they were giving us business cards & addresses 
for restaurants we must visit in Paris. Our bag arrived, and 
there was another flurry of congratulations & well wishes. The 
French are so dramatic, & it’s fun. But of course now we were 
running late, and stopped to call Marie. She told us not to 
worry, to just come home soon as we could.

We hustled along as fast as possible, & were about a half 
hour late. Marie made a quick phone call, some rapid fire 
French ensued. Perhaps they had not held our table, but they 

would certainly seat us. We all bustled to the metro and were 
soon at the brasserie Balzar, if possible even warmer and 
cozier than Moissonier, & certainly as busy as Bofingers. It 
was brightly lighted, & the din of conversation made for a 
convivial evening. There is, since this is France, some kind 
of ranking or descriptive system for different types of what 
we call restaurants. Brasseries aren’t restaurants, they are 
brasseries. There are restaurants, like the Tour D’Argent that 
we passed & recognized from the silly Root Around Europe 
movie, but those are different. I suppose there are other types 
as well. Brasseries are supposed to specialize in the “home 
cooking” of Alsace—a region of France that has been alter-
nately French then German & back again several times over 
the centuries—which is very much to our liking, but also very 
filling.

There were parties of Americans to both sides of us, & we 
struck up a very friendly conversation with the husband & wife 
at the end table. They had been visiting their daughter who is 
in school in Luxembourg.

Of course Marie and I shared chocroute, & it was divine! 
The sauerkraut was fine threads, not at all chunky, & much 
more mild than our American variety, cooked in wine with 
just a hint of vinegar. The sausages were sweet & delicately 
flavored, & it comes with chunks of salty “bacon” and melt-
ingly soft pork. Ooh la la! Bucky began with, of all things, 
carrot soup, which he pronounced delicious. Then he had a 
real treat, & an education. The menu listed andouillette & he 
was intrigued, for this seemed like it might be the original of 
the spicy andouille sausage we love to have in New Orleans. 

Marie Francoise told him it was tripe, sausage made of 
tripe. He wasn’t daunted. When he ordered, our server told 
Bucky he didn’t want it. We think he was worried Bucky, as 
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an American, wouldn’t like it & kick up a fuss. Bucky insisted. 
Our server asked, “Avez vous mangé?” Bucky lied, & said 
he had. It seemed the only way to get some! And, we have 
had andouille in NO. When it came, fat & enticing, Bucky 
found that inside the tripe was only loosely cut up, & that the 
sausage wasn’t at all spicy, but very, very rich & flavored more 
with herbs than spices. He loved it, & told our server, who was 
relieved and pleased. How, though, or if, the French andouil-
lette became the Cajun andouille we still don’t know.

When the party on our other side stood up to go, one of the 
men was holding a little dog. As they walked out, he told us 
the dog’s name was Ragout. Marie Francoise thought that was 
terrible, to name a dog after food. Walking home, Marie took 
my arm & we walked arm-in-arm all the way home. Bucky 
strolled behind, looking, in his Panama hat, blazer & pleated 
pants like a true Parisian boulevardier.

































Saint Denis.
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By the last day of our visit to France, we were beginning to 
flag, and so did not rouse early—got a good nights sleep after 
stuffing ourselves at Balzar. We took a 41 bus to Montparnasse 
to board a train for Chartres. At the train station, we were 
trying to use a caisse automatique to buy our ticket, but Bucky 
thought we should talk to a human being. That turned out to 
be a good idea, because the machine tickets would have cost 
46 € & the human being tickets were 34 €. Bucky said, “I just 
thought that there was one part of that machine choice that I 
didn’t understand. So I wasn’t really sure that we’d done the 
best thing.”

The train took 1 hr 15 (left at 12:15) and stopped several 
times, 1st @ Versailles. On the way out of Paris, Bucky was 
keeping his eyes peeled, & we caught a brief glimpse of the 
Eiffel Tower, just like in our favorite movie. We arrived in 
Chartres at 1:30—we could see the cathedral spires from 
the train. And the cathedral dominates the town from all 
directions, so it was very easy to just head uphill to it from 
the station. Chartres is a nice little town, prettifying itself for 
tourists in a very pleasant way. It has a “world capital of glass 
making” school and shops, & plenty of little restaurants, all 
closed for the afternoon when we arrived!

The cathedral is magnificent. It is dark inside because there 
are few lights & many of the windows need cleaning and 
attention, so the light through them is especially rich. The 
windows at the west door were unbelievable—huge, detailed 
and colorful—even more so when the sun was coming right 
through them in the later afternoon. There is a special dark 
madonna & child that is the cathedral’s most popular worship 
spot—many people praying & many candles lit. The Treasury 

is supposed to hold St. Mary’s tunic or chemise.
And of course, the labyrinth. There it was, dark stone 

against the lighter of the floor. Laura should have been there. 
It was mostly covered by chairs, so we couldn’t walk it. The 
chairs are taken up on Fridays so that visitors can walk the 
labyrinth. So I guess it’s good that Laura wasn’t there, because 
now we all have to go back on a Friday! We could see the 
center part perfectly well, & see that the central copper plaque, 
which supposedly depicted Theseus and the Minotaur, is 
missing. It was melted down for armaments for Napoleon’s 
wars. Chartre’s labyrinth is the only remaining medieval 
example—all the others were torn out in later centuries as 
frivolous & silly games.

There are two wonderful windows in the ambulatory. One 
has the signs of the zodiac in small lozenges, with pictures 
depicting appropriate activities next to each sign. And for 
Pisces (February and March, my sign) there was a man 
warming his naked feet in front of a roaring fire. Bucky 
thought that was hilarious & absolutely correct! Just by the 
zodiac window is the beautiful window of the Virgin, with 
much of the exquisite Chartres blue glass.

The facade of the cathedral is also fascinating. Thousands 
of sculpted figures depict Bible stories, saints & martyrs—two 
of them were armored knights—horrible animals, angels, 
domestic activities, musicians & lots more. One angel on a 
corner holds a large sundial.

We spent three hours in & around the cathedral, had 
anchovy pizza & tuna sandwich snacks in a pretty little tea 
shop, then headed for the gare to catch the 6:30 train.

The platform was full of students! And our train car was 
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packed with them, chattering & carrying on. It was quite 
invigorating. We had remarked on our trip down that no 
one checked our tickets. This time, a conductor did come 
through. One young man, seated just across from us, had no 
ticket & apparently got in some trouble. I guess he was taking 
a chance on there not being a conductor that trip. Most of the 
kids emptied out at the first stop, a few got on. We saw the 
Eiffel tower again, & knew we were back. Our next-to-the-last 
French excursion was over.

Because of course we still needed supper, & I wanted more 
chocroute. Marie told us that at least one of the brasseries 
across from the train station up near the river was serving 
chocroute, & indeed one was. Not the nicest place we ate on 
our trip, maybe even the dumpiest, but the chocroute was fine. 
Bucky had steak & pommes frites, & had a time of it explain-
ing to the waiter that he wanted it very rare. Eventually our 
waiter made a flipping motion with his hand, saying, “Pishht, 
pishht,” & Bucky agreed. The steak was indeed almost raw, 
just the way Bucky likes it.
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We took the morning to pack after breakfast with brothers 
Gary & Jerry, whom Marie was tending to. They were staying 
in the apartment of one of her friends. Then we had a last 
little walk along the river. We found an outdoor sculpture 
garden along the river, & silly looking willow trees, chopped 
off into domes with perfectly flat bottoms & swaying in the 
breeze like grass hula skirts. We came home through the 
Jardin des Plantes, with stops to put our fingers in at least two 
fountains. Bucky said that means we’ll be sure to go back to 
Paris. We mailed a final postcard, to Laura—her Chartres 
labyrinth card & came home to Marie’s apartment for a last 
kir, goodbyes & photos. We are so sorry to be leaving our new 
friend Marie Françoise.

Our shuttle to the airport was a few minutes late, but we 
didn’t panic, we had time. When we were on our way, we 
found that one lady had been picked up on the fly—that’s why 
the shuttle was running behind. There had been a mixup: the 
shuttle company thought she was leaving tomorrow, & now 
she was very late. The driver was a pro, he zipped through 
traffic, & made a convoluted detour to avoid a jam.

When a car was turning too slowly, he leaned out & shouted, 
“C’est nes pas la campagne!” (This isn’t the country!) The late 
lady was worried that we might be picking up someone else. 
Bucky saw that we were now over the river, & headed onto the 
ramp for the highway. He said he was sure we were on our 
way, & so we were. We were entering the airport at 1:30 and 
her flight was at 2:45. We hope she made it! Our driver was 
good, & got us there in time, of course, so we gave him 5€ in 
addition to the 30€ fare.

Now, at 3:30, boarding begins in 30 minutes. Sigh.
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November 4, 2002—Election Day

We had a wonderful trip. There were problems, as 
there sometimes are when we travel independently. On 
a tour, one has help. We enjoy being thrown on our own 
resources & learning a bit about how other people live.

Let’s lay to rest once & for all the stereotype of the aloof 
and unfriendly French. We met dozens of people, & of them 
all, only a few were anything less than wonderfully friendly, 
helpful & engaging. We think especially of the man who led 
us into Montpellier—the gas station attendant who noticed 
our struggle and came over to help us of his own accord—the 
many people who tried valiantly to give us directions—the 
hostesses & servers who educated us in how to eat like civi-
lized human beings—& most specially of our new friend 
Marie Françoise.

The countryside, mountains, vineyards—the sea and the 
rivers—the towns, Paris—all were beautiful and interesting. 
The Parisian cathedrals, & especially Chartres, were truly holy 
places. The food was divine & the wine excellent, & all very 
affordable. Although we say it every time, this really was our 
best trip yet!
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Places and Friends

After our return from the Languedoc, I was getting a feeling we 
had seen something special. The village of Cambous and the little 
statue menhirs particularly intrigued me. I wrote an essay called 

“Places,” discussing the significance of the Neolithic monuments 
as markers of territories or sites. There’s good reason to believe 
marking out Places was an important function of the stones, cairns 
and barrows. But if the Paleolithic people were marking Places with 
their painted art, as seems quite possible, then the change from 
paint to stone was a change of method, not of purpose. Our next 
trip was going to show me a much deeper meaning of the rocks.

In the meantime, I took the editors of the Cadogan Guide South 
of France at their word. The front matter of the guide claimed “We 
would be delighted to receive any comments concerning existing 
entries or omissions.” It was such a quirky book, so well written and 
with such a depth of knowledge, Loie and Elizabeth and I felt they 
might be serious. As it turned out, they both were and weren’t.

Loie and I thought back over our trip, and she helped me make 
some notes on a few items we thought needed some updating, 
and plenty of praise for the guide in general. I sent these notes in 
an email to the editors, and particularly expressed our gratitude 
for the many prehistoric sites included in the “White Guide.” (We 
probably found as many interesting sites through it as we did 
through Bruno Marc’s guide.)

To my surprise, I received a very prompt reply, and from one 
of the authors of the guide, Dana Facaros. She thanked us for our 
interest, and wrote that she and her husband and coauthor, Michael 
Pauls, were themselves very interested in prehistoric sites. 

Over the course of the next few months, we corresponded about 
travel and particularly, of course, Driving the Stone Age. Dana and 

Mike live in the Lot River valley of France, not far from the famous 
Paleolithic caves of the Dordogne area. They had explored many 
dolmens in their area, and Dana had funny stories to tell of finding 
and being shown local sites. They were American expatriates who 
had lived in Ireland and Italy and now France. Their children had 
been raised abroad. Loie and I were fascinated.

We all hit it off so well over this email conversation we soon, 
somehow, were discussing visiting them in the Lot and being 
shown their favorite Places. Dana was effusive about the Paleolithic 
caves, Mike about local stones. We had made new friends, friends 
we had not yet met.
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